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The surface topography influence
on tribology phenomenon proceedings in exploitation
investigation of drawing dies

Key words
Coarseness, profile, cooling lubricant agent, surface layer.
Słowa kluczowe
Chropowatość, profile, ciecze chłodząco-smarujące, warstwa wierzchnia.
Summary
The actual contact area of cooperating surfaces is dependent on the geometric sketch of surface
profile and the loud accrued on it. Cooperating surfaces have very small actual contact areas, producing an effect in that the friction and wear are determined by high tension in contact zone and extreme
concentration friction energy. Many tribology phenomena can happen due to the reciprocal coerced
effects of the unevenness of being in the contact surface, before surface wear. During the conducted
experiments, surface profile measurements were taken using Talysurf 4 and Taylor-Hobson type
profile meters. It was done to determine the characteristic value of the geometric structure surface of
material and tool parts being in contact. The goal of the mentioned measurements is to gain information for the analysis of topology surface influence on the final co-operation effect.

Introduction
Surface unevenness of cooperating parts can be considered as set of singular atoms or an apparent set of rows and bulges (protrusion), depending of their
dimension. Most of that unevenness have a crucial influence on friction and
wear processes. The basic friction principles are the research result of the actual
*
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area contact of uneven surfaces. In spite of that, the parameter of unevenness
base on linear measurements and the unevenness has a three-dimensional character, and the unevenness parameters can provide important information on the
specified tribology process. Acquired information of surface topography can
help in the analysis of upper layer changes during the friction and wear process.
This is true when friction and wear process occur during drawing process. Surfaces of tools used in the drawing process are particularly exposed to changes of
surface unevenness (from micro to macro scale), which is caused by tribology
phenomenon and by process of plastic deformation as well as.
2.1. Measurement of THE topogrphy parameters of investigated surfaces
2.1. Introduction

The investigated dies of the drawing process were made of sintering carbide
G10. The material is processed by drawing a copper wire aggregate. The drawing process was conducted in operational (terotechnology) conditions in four
series with the application of four different lubricating cooling agents [1]. The
drawing experiment lasted 8 hours for the all mentioned die series.
2.2. Investigation method

In frame of investigation the surface profile measurements were conducted
using Talysurf 4 and Taylor-Hobson type profile meters. It was done to determine the characteristic value of geometric structure surface of parts in contact.
The determination of the Ra parameter on sample surface was impossible, because the length of minimum measurement distance was bigger than the actual
measurement length of investigated sample. Technology condition of measurements allows only the measurements along the trace of plane section including
die axis. The tester tip edge copying profile, runs perpendicular to processing
traces of investigated die for new samples. The trace of tester tip edge cuts the
trace line of drawing process with a very small angle for dies after time of work.

b

a

Fig. 1. Drawing die – a & b the unevenness measurement places
Rys. 1. Ciągadło – a i b miejsca dokonania pomiarów chropowatości
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The measurements were conducted on properly adequate working surfaces.
This was the surface of the calibrating part and taper part (Fig. 1) of drawing
die, and, in case of samples of processed material, i.e. cooper wire, on wire surface before and after deforming by the drawing die.

a)

b)

c)

Fig. 2. Chart of profile meter registration for the deforming taper of the drawing die (∅k = 5.5 mm),
die before work, vertical magnification 100 000x, horizontal 100x after work, series “A,” vertical
magnification 20 000x, horizontal 100x after work, series “W,” vertical magnification 1000x,
horizontal 100x
Rys. 2. Profilogramy powierzchni stożka zgniatającego oczka ciągadła (∅k = 5,5 mm), a) nowe,
powiększenie pionowe 100 000x, poziome 100x b) seria „A”, powiększenie pionowe 20 000x,
poziome 100x c) seria „W”, powiększenie pionowe 1000x, poziome 100x

2.3. Investigation results
The profile shape diagrams as exemplars of an investigated surface of drawing dies are pictured on Fig. 2. As a complement to the above mentioned charts
are the registered profile diagrams of processed wire surface before and after
deformation (Fig. 3). The magnification coefficients of vertical and horizontal
axes are different, so the profile deformation is on the charts. The profile diagrams registered for bigger surfaces enabled to read extreme value of notch,
jump aside, and calculate parameter Rz.
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a)

b)

Fig. 3. Profile measurement diagrams of wire sample Φk= 5.5 mm series A Magnification: vertical
5000x, horizontal 100x
Rys. 3. Profilogramy powierzchni próbek drutu Φk= 5,5 mm z serii A. Powiększenie: pionowe
5000x, poziome 100x a) przed wejściem do ciągadła, b) po wyjściu z ciągadła

Table1
Tabela 1

No.
Serie

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

A
U
H
W
new

Diameter of
calibra-ting
part
Φk
[mm]
5.5
1.5
5.5
1.5
5.5
1.5
5.5
1.5
5.5
1.5

Characteristic of investigated surface
in deforming cone
in calibrating openings
Rz
Depth of rift
Rz
Depth of rift
[µm]
y [µm]
[µm]
y [µm]
1.5
-*)
3.08
-*)
-*)
-*)
-*)
2.1
-*)
0.065

2.0
0.04
4.4**)
0.1
0.6
0.04
0.04
2.5
0.03
0.12

1.04
0.068
14.8
0.08
0.98
0.06
-*)
0.88
0.03
0.05

1.6
0.08
20.0
0.1
1.3
0.2
3.0***)
14.0
0.03
0.12

*) impossible reading, **) single protrusion 60µm, ***) jump aside 20 µm.

The values of unevenness, exceeding three times the average value, were
not included in calculations of Rz. The rifts where simple unevenness exceeding
three times the average value, or notches, were not included in Rz calculations
because of the lack of the required fives peaks and pits on measurement interval.
The calculated Rz and depth of rifts (from obtained diagram registrations) were
gathered in Tables 1 and 2.
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Table 2
Tabela 2
Wire before deformation φk = 5.5 mm
No
Serie
Depth of rift y [µ]
Rz [µm]
1
A
1.5
5.0
2
U
2.8
5.2
3
H
1.54
4.0
4
W
1.5
6.0
*) measurement impossible
*) nie można zmierzyć

Wire after deformation φk = 5.5 mm
Rz [µm]
Depth of rift y [µm]
0.76
3.8
1.6
3.0
0.6
2.8
*)
3.0

2.4. Result validations
The smallest coarseness of the eyelet surface of drawing die was obtained in the
exploitation condition using “Hydropol” as a lubricating and cooling agent. Next in
sequence of roughness were the surfaces of drawing dies working with “Alumol,”
“W-35,” and “Unipol.” The obtained results of rift depth measurements of drawn
wire samples allow us to state that the lowest destruction of the surface of the working tool is at the point of applying the “Hydropol” agent. The surface coarseness of
the drawn wire sample is smallest when using “Hydropol” as a lubricating and cooling agent. Next in sequence are the values when applying “Alumol,” “Unipol,” and
“W-35” (a different order exists in the coarseness of the working tool surface). The
results obtained in rift depth measurements of the drawn wire indicate the lubricating
and cooling agent “Hydropol” as the best from those under consideration. The surface profiles of the calibrating part of die eyelets with φk = 1.5 mm and φk = 5.5 mm
are considerably deformed, compared to unused dies, for all tested lubricating and
cooling agents (Fig. 4).
a)

b)

c)

Fig. 4. Profile of calibrating part of the die with Φk= 1.5 mm magnification: vertical 500x, horizontal 20x a) unused die (new one), b) series A die, c) series W die
Rys. 4. Profile części kalibrującej oczek ciągadeł o Φk= 1,5 mm powiększenie: pionowe 500x,
poziome 20x a) ciągadło nowe, b) ciągadło z serii A, c) ciągadło z serii W
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Heterogeneity of coarseness in particular places of the investigated surface
of drawing die eyelets, and not recurrent periodically macroscopic surface deviations, e.g. working surface concaveness, or big rift depth, especially for tool
working with “W-35” and “Unipol” agents, prove the heterogeneity of the tool
surface layer. They (surface concaveness or big rift depth) can be caused by
non-uniform and different genus of surface wear. The mechanism of that phenomenon is very complicated, which is confirmed by observation of SEI electron images under surface layers of investigated die eyelet [2].
3.

Influence analysis of topography changes of investigated surfaces
on THE constitution process of THE surface layer of drawing die eyelets

The actual contact area in tribology is from the deformation of higher protruding elements of surfaces being in contact. The contact stress between those
elements can lead to local plastic deformation. It is common opine that the most
contacts between course surfaces have elastic form. The relationship between
contact area and stress is exceptionally important in tribology considerations
and wear processes. The values of the friction forces are independent of the
actual contact area. The friction principles are compatible with elastic deformation principles at the contact of course surfaces but under the condition that the
surfaces reveal existence of complicated [3] and hierarchical structure with the
characteristic few micro-contact scales. The actual contact is distributed between plenty of micro-contact areas.
Friction energy concentration on small local contact surfaces has a crucial
influence on wear process. Real contact executed by the actual contact area can
be found only if contact stress is extremely high, for example, in shaping process between machining tools and the shaped material. During the plastic shaping
process, local temperature increases appear up to a very high value even with a
relatively small share of friction energy. The obtained surface coarseness and
the evaluation of structural deformation [2] of the upper layer of drawing die
eyelets are the results of drawing process conditions and the influence of physical and chemical features of the lubricating and cooling agents. The drawing
process is associated with high plastic deformation tensions. The deformation
tensions are responsible for the plastic deformation of shaped material and the
upper layer of shaping tool, i.e. the working surface of die eyelet. Cumulated
process tensions may affect surface corrugation. That corrugation can be caused
by vibration generated by drawn material translocation on the surface of the die
eyelet. The shaped material translocation reduces the effect of actual contact
areas by less of the actual contact point of working opposing surfaces. Contact
restriction of opposing working surfaces is caused by particles of the lubricating
and cooling agent as well. Another reason for contact restriction is the irreversible process of the wear product elimination directly after their removal from the
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wear contact zone. In the case when elements of the wear product are still inside contact zone but not joined with their original places, they may migrate.
That movement is stimulated by the shifted surface of shaped material till the
end of contact with the drawing die eyelet. The described phenomenon is one of
the reasons for changes in the geometric structure of cooperating surfaces. The
high temperature, particularly at the contact point, accompanying the drawing
process, has a strong influence on the contact mechanism of moving surfaces in
the drawing die eyelet. The tribology phenomenon changes continuously during
process time and declining coarseness of cooperating surfaces during process
have some impact on it. Secondary electron images (SEI) of the investigated
surfaces of drawing die eyelets demonstrate changes in the surface layer of
working tools compared to the unused ones.
Losses of binding components, i.e. cobalt, during the wear process from the
surface layer cause losses of base component particles, i.e. sinter carbide, forming the tool surface [2]. The investigated tools with larger changes of the surface
topography characterise themselves by larger structural changes of the working
surface layer. The results of the residual stress investigation [4] of the surface
layer of drawing die eyelets give evidence of different tribology conditions for
particular series of tests. Acquired results of topology changes of investigated
samples surfaces and changes in the constitution of the surface layer of the
drawing die eyelets lubricated with “HYDROPOL” testify to the beneficial effect of that agent on the wear mechanism [1].
4. Closing observations
The investigation of the surface topography of drawing dies and processed
materials proves the large distortion and local irregularity of surface structure.
Imperfections and rifts of cooperating surfaces influence the chemical reactions
in the presence of the lubricating and cooling agent. Observed irregularity of
surfaces indicates the contact mechanism between opposing surfaces. The cobalt
impoverishment from the surface structure of drawing die eyelets is unequal on
whole area of investigated samples. It can be caused by the temperature rise at
contact areas of surface micro irregularity as a result of adhesion splice opposing surfaces.
The investigations prove the simultaneous influence of the tribological phenomenon and the existing structural state of surface, which is changing during
the wear process.
References
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Wpływ topografii powierzchni na przebieg zjawisk tribologicznych w eksplotacyjnych
badaniach zużycia ciągadeł
Streszczenie
Rzeczywista powierzchnia styku jest funkcją geometrycznego zarysu nierówności i przypadającego na nią obciążenia. Współpracujące powierzchnie mają bardzo małe pola rzeczywistego
styku, co powoduje, że zużycie i tarcie są zdeterminowane przez wysokie naprężenia w strefie
styku i skrajne koncentracje energii tarcia. Wiele zjawisk tribologicznych może zaistnieć wskutek
wymuszonych wzajemnie oddziaływań nierówności, zanim nastąpi zużycie. Dla określenia
wielkości, charakteryzujących strukturę geometryczną badanych powierzchni przeprowadzono
pomiary na profilometrze typu Talysurf 4, Taylor-Hobson. Celem tych pomiarów było uzyskanie
informacji do przeprowadzenia analizy wpływu topografii stykających się powierzchni na końcowy efekt ich współpracy.
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Summary
In the last century, two different prosthetic systems for total hip joint replacement were introduced
at the same time: metal-on-metal (MOM) and metal-on-UHMWPE (MOP). The tribosystem MOP
was successful, because the MOM bearing system showed unsatisfactory short-term performance and
practically disappeared. But nowadays, the idea of an all-metal joint was taken up again and led to the
development of the second generation of metal articulation with improved alloy microstructure, surface finish, and manufacturing tolerances. The current work presents a tribological study of the metalon-metal and metal-on-UHMWPE bearing couples by means of a reciprocating pin-on-flat testing
machine. In this study, it was found that the wear intensity and coefficient of friction are at least three
times higher in the MOM friction pair than in MOP bearing system. The wear mechanisms observed
for the MOM friction pair are abrasion, surface fatigue, and adhesion. For the MOP friction pair, the
soft polymer smearing process on the hard metal surface was observed.

1. Introduction
One of the most significant medical advances of the last century was the total hip arthroplasty (THA). During the 1960’s, two different prosthetic systems
*
**
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were introduced. One of these was the Charnley low-friction arthroplasty, which
featured a metal-on-UHMWPE (Ultra High Molecular Weight Polyethylene)
articulation, and the other was the McKee-Farrar total hip, which employed
a metal-on-metal (CoCr-CoCr) articulation.
The first metal-on-metal total hip prostheses showed unsatisfactory shortterm performance mostly due to geometrical inaccuracies that led to high friction forces and increased wear [1- 4]. Therefore, the metal-on-polyethylene
bearings became preferable, while the use of the metal-on-metal systems expired.
Currently, total hip arthroplasty technology has been extended to younger
or more active patients and polyethylene wear has become a major problem.
Failure of total hip arthroplasties has been shown to be principally due to late
aseptic loosening of acetabular components due to UHMWPE debris that induces bone resorption [5 - 8]. It is thought to be the phagocytic response to these
wear particles that induces localised osteolysis by the release of osteolytic mediators [5, 6, 9], which results in loosening of the joint at the fixation interface.
Since the volumetric wear of materials is inversely proportional to hardness
of the material, one way of reducing this wear volume is to incorporate two hard
bearing surfaces such as metal-on-metal or ceramic-on-ceramic. Metal-on-metal
(MOM) hip joint bearings are gaining more and more acceptance as an alternative to conventional metal-on-UHMWPE (MOP) bearings [10, 11]. Some criteria in favour of MOM bearings are the excellent wear resistance [12] as well as
the friction torque [13, 14]. Recent developments of MOM bearings indicate a
third less friction torque during simulated gait than MOP bearings [15]. This is
an interesting finding, because high friction was one of the reasons that the
MOM prostheses lost their popularity at the end of the 1960’s. The idea of an
all-metal joint was taken up again in the mid 1980’s and led to the development
of the “second generation metal-on-metal bearing joints” with improved alloy
microstructure, surface finish, and manufacturing tolerances.
The aim of this paper was to analyse the wear process in the most popular
prosthetic systems: metal-on-UHMWPE and metal-on-metal.
2. Experimental Details
2.1. Materials

For the present study, two different friction pairs were analysed, metal-onmetal and metal-on-UHMWPE, using a pin-on plate configuration. Samples
with plate and pin shape were produce from a rod of 31.25 mm in diameter of
Co-Cr-Mo alloy (BioDur CCM) supplied by the Carpenter Technology. For
metal-on-metal friction pair, a Co-Cr-Mo alloy pin and plate were used, and for
metal-on-UHMWPE, a Co-Cr-Mo alloy plate and a UHMWPE pin were used.
MOM and MOP friction pairs are shown on Figure 1.

Comparison of wear processes of biomaterials used in hip joint implants
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b)

a)

P

Fig. 1. Friction pairs: a) metal-on-metal, b) metal-on-UHMWPE
Rys. 1. Badane węzły tarcia: a) metal-metal, b) metal-UHMWPE

2.2. Tribological Tests

The tribological investigations were performed by means of reciprocating
pin-on-flat testing machine T-17, designed and produced at the Institute for Sustainable Technologies-National Research Institute (ITeE – PIB) [16]. We used
this methodology as a screening test in order to analyse wear mechanisms. This
methodology was successfully applied for the determination of the friction and
wear of various biomaterials intended for artificial hip joints [17]. In selecting
this approach, it was taken into consideration that the results of the tests may not
be consistent with findings regarding wear performance when the same materials are tested using hip joint simulators with dynamic changes of motion and
load parameters [18 - 22]. It may even result in different wear rates, different
wear mechanisms, and different kind of wear particles.
The scheme and the view of T-17 apparatus friction joint are shown in Figure 2.

Fig. 2. T-17 Reciprocating testing machine with pin-on-plate tribosystem for tribotesting of biomaterials. Institute for Sustainable Technologies - National Research Institute (ITeE – PIB)
Rys. 2. Tester tribologiczny T-17 typu trzpień-płytka do modelowych badań w ruchu oscylacyjnym materiałów na endoprotezy (ITeE – PIB)
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The tribosystem consists of the stationary test pin and the plate moving at the
desired oscillatory frequency and amplitude. The test pin is pressed against the plate
at the defined load P. All tests were performed with the same set of test parameters
according to ASTM F 732-82. The test load was 225 N (50.6 lbf) and the stroke was
25.4 mm at a frequency of 1 Hz. The tribological tests were conducted at 1 x 106
cycles and were lubricated with Ringer’s solution at 37°C using a circulating lubrication system equipped with a peristaltic pump, heating device, and filter.
During the tests, the following quantities were measured: friction force and
total linear wear of test specimens.
2.3. Surface analysis

The worn areas of the components were analysed at the end of the test by
optical microscopy (Nikon MM40 with Panasonic KR222 video camera attached) at x 100 x 200 and x 500 magnifications, and also a Quesant Instruments
Corporation Q-Scope 250 was used in contact mode for atomic force microscopy (AFM) of topographic features of the sample surfaces after the tests.
3. Results and discussion
3.1. Linear wear and Coefficient of friction

As a result of tribological test performed on T-17 tester, the curves of linear
wear and the coefficient of friction were obtained from tribological pairs metalon-metal and metal-on-UHMWPE (Figures 3 and 4). For the linear wear curve,
a trend line was calculated.

Fig. 3. Linear Wear of metal-on-metal and metal-on-UHMWPE friction pairs from tribological tests
(load: 225 N, frequency: 1 Hz, stroke: 12.5 mm, lubricant: Ringer’s solution, temperature: 37°C)
Rys. 3. Wykres zużywania dla skojarzeń metal-metal i metal-UHMWPE (obciążenie węzła tarcia:
225 N, częstotliwość: 1 Hz, skok: 12,5 mm, smarowanie: roztwór Ringera, temperatura: 37°C)
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Wear rate can be calculated from trend line equation. For MOM, the wear
rate is 302 µm/106 cycles and for MOP it is 90 µm/106 cycles.

Fig. 4. Coefficient of friction of metal-on-metal and metal-on-UHMWPE friction pairs from
tribological tests (load: 225 N, frequency: 1 Hz, stroke: 12.5 mm, lubricant: Ringer’s solution,
temperature: 37°C)
Rys. 4. Wykres współczynnika tarcia dla skojarzeń metal-metal i metal-UHMWPE
(obciążenie węzła tarcia: 225 N, częstotliwość: 1 Hz, skok: 12,5 mm, smarowanie: roztwór
Ringera, temperatura: 37°C)

According to the results, the average steady stage coefficient of friction for
MOM and MOP friction pairs are 0.54 and 0.18, respectively.
The lowest friction coefficient and the lowest wear intensity were obtained
for the friction pair metal-on-UHMWPE; and, on the other hand, the highest
friction coefficient and the highest wear were obtained for the tribological pair
metal-on-metal. Linear wear and coefficient of friction were at least three times
higher in metal-on-metal than in metal-on-UHMWPE friction pairs. It might be
considered that these results are from reciprocating pin-on-flat tests, and the
results from test in hip joint simulators [23 - 25] differ from these findings.
3.2. Wear mechanisms
3.2.1. Friction pair metal-on-metal

In the friction pair metal-on-metal, which presents the highest linear wear
and coefficient of friction, the worn surfaces show deep grooves not only in the
plate, but also in the pin (Figure 5).
In the contact zone, the plate exhibit grooves, which are parallel to the sliding direction of the pin. Pits of different sizes are also visible in these grooves
(Figure 6).
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b)

a)

Fig. 5. Worn surfaces of friction pair metal-on-metal friction pair after 1 x 106 cycles of reciprocating sliding motion in tribological tests: a) plate, b) pin
Rys. 5. Zużycie na współpracujących powierzchniach skojarzenia metal-metal po 1 x 106 cykli
w ruchu oscylacyjnym: a) płytka, b) trzpień

a)

b)

Fig. 6. Worn zones in the plate: a) grooves and pits on the worn surface of the plate in metal-on-metal
friction pair at 100x magnification, b) pits in the worn surface of the plate at 200x magnification
Rys. 6. Obszary zużycia widoczne na metalowej płytce współpracującej z metalowym trzpieniem:
a) bruzdy i wyrwy przy powiększeniu 100x, b) wyrwy w powierzchni przy powiększeniu 200x

The plate topography where grooves and adhesion marks are visible is
shown by AFM image (Figure 7).

Fig. 7. AFM image showing the topography of grooves, pits and adhesion of material
to the surface of the plate of MOM friction pair
Rys. 7. Obraz AFM przedstawiający bruzdy, wyrwy oraz adhezję polimeru do powierzchni
metalowej płytki
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The surface of the pin, showed the same grooves and pits as the surface of
the plate, but with a thick layer of material added to the surface, as shown in
Figure 8A. The AFM scan shows the pin topography where grooves and pits
appear (Figure 9).
a)

b)

Fig. 8. Worn zones in the pin of MOM friction pair: a) adhesion of material from the plate to the
pin surface at 50x magnification, b) grooves and pits on the worn surface
of the pin at 200x magnification
Rys. 8. Obszary zużycia widoczne na metalowym trzpieniu po teście z metalową przeciwpróbką:
a) połączenia adhezyjne materiału płytki z powierzchnią trzpienia przy powiększeniu 50x,
b) bruzdy i wyrwy na powierzchni trzpienia przy powiększeniu 200x

Fig. 9. AFM image showing the topography of grooves and pits on pin’s surface
Rys. 9. Obraz AFM przedstawiający bruzdy, wyrwy na powierzchni metalowego trzpienia współpracującego z metalową płytką

In this metal-on-metal tribosystem, with respect to the wear appearances,
abrasion (Figures 6 to 9), surface fatigue (Figures 6 to 8), and adhesion (Figures
6 to 8) can be observed. Abrasion is a frequently reported mechanism in MOM
and other hip joint bearings, because scratches and grooves are always present.
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Abrasion may be induced by foreign particles or from system inherent particles
like wear debris.
3.2.2. Friction pair metal-on-UHMWPE

In the friction pair metal-on-UHMWPE, only wear of the pin was observed,
while the plate was intact only with the transferred layer of UHMWPE on the
top of it (see Figure 10).
a)

b)

Fig. 10. Worn surfaces of metal-on-UHMWPE friction pair after 1 x 106 cycles of reciprocating
sliding motion in tribological tests: a) plate, b) pin
Rys. 10. Zużycie na współpracujących powierzchniach skojarzenia metal-UHMWPE po 1 x 106
cykli w ruchu oscylacyjnym: a) płytka, b) trzpień

a)

b)

Fig. 11. Metal-on-UHMWPE friction pair: a) picture of plate after test showing adhesion of material in the surface at 50x magnification, b) pin of UHMWPE after test at 100x magnification,
showing grooves
Rys. 11. Skojarzenie metal-UHMWPE: a) adhezja polimeru do powierzchni metalowej płytki przy
powiększeniu 50x, b) bruzdy na powierzchni polimerowego trzpienia przy powiększeniu 100x

The specimens were analysed before and after the test by means of atomic
force microscopy. The pictures are shown on Figure 12.
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b)

Fig. 12. AFM Intermittent Mode images of the plate of MOP: a) before the test, b) after the test
Rys. 12. Obraz AFM płytki metalowej po teście w skojarzeniu z trzpieniem UHMWPE:
a) przed testem, b) po teście

The AFM-Intermittent Mode analyses of the plate before (Figure 12a) and
after the test (Figure 12b) show the transmission of polymer from the pin to the
surface of metal plate. During this process, the polymer is smeared on the hard
metal, filling the surface irregularities and valleys. The process mentioned
above was confirmed by means of AFM-Phase Mode. A similar process was
observed in ceramic-polymer friction pairs [26], giving improvement in tribological characteristics.
5. Conclusions
Metal-on-metal artificial hip joints are gaining more and more acceptance
as an alternative to conventional metal-on-UHMWPE joints. Nowadays, alloy
microstructure, surface finish, and manufacturing tolerances of metal-on-metal
bearing are improved. The metal-on-metal tribosystem was compared to metalon-UHMWPE tribosystem. Wear and friction tests were performed using T-17
reciprocating pin-on-flat testing machine, according to ASTM F 732-82 standard. The test specimens were manufactured from Co–Cr-Mo alloy and
UHMWPE.
The experimental results indicate the following:
• The wear intensity is more than a third lower for the metal-on-UHMWPE
friction pair than for the metal–on-metal one.
• The coefficient of friction is more than a third lower for the metal-onUHMWPE friction pair than for the metal–on-metal one.
• The wear mechanisms observed for the MOM friction pair are adhesion, the
formation of mechanically mixed layer (material transfer, plastic deforma-
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tion), debris formation, abrasion and fatigue, creating severe wear on the
both metal surfaces.
• For the MOP friction pair, the soft polymer smearing process on the hard
metal surface was observed.
According to the results obtained by means of reciprocating pin-on-flat testing
machine, the metal-on-metal friction pair cannot be directly introduced to the artificial hip joints. In real application, it is necessary to modzify at least one of the
surfaces to achieve better protection against adhesion to reduce abrasion and surface fatigue. It must be considered that the results shown in this paper do not exactly correlate with results obtained by means of hip joint simulators [1, 2].
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Porównanie procesów zużywania biomateriałów przeznaczonych
na protezy stawu biodrowego
Streszczenie
Lata 60. ubiegłego stulecia to początek alloplastyki stawów biodrowych. Skojarzenia materiałowe wówczas stosowane do produkcji sztucznych stawów to głównie pary: metal–
–metal (MOM) i metal–polimer (MOP). Wkrótce para metal–metal została wyparta ze względu na
znacznie gorsze właściwości tribologiczne.
Obecnie idea stosowania skojarzeń metalowo-metalowych powraca, między innymi z powodu postępu w kształtowaniu mikrostruktury materiałów, technik przygotowania i wykończenia
elementów endoprotez.
Praca przedstawia wyniki wstępnych modelowych badań tribologicznych materiałów na endoprotezy w ruchu oscylacyjnym, za pomocą urządzenia typu trzpień–płytka.
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Badaniom poddano skojarzenia metal–metal i metal–UHMWPE (polietylen wielkocząsteczkowy).
Zaobserwowano, że intensywność zużywania oraz współczynnik tarcia jest przynajmniej trzy
razy wyższy dla skojarzenia metal–metal niż dla skojarzenia metal–UHMWPE. W przypadku pary
metal–metal zachodzi zużywanie ścierne, zmęczeniowe i adhezyjne. W przypadku pary metalpolimer zachodzi proces przenoszenia miękkiego polimeru z trzpienia na twardą powierzchnię
metalu.
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Summary
Aircraft safety is one of the most important issues concerning their operation. Aircraft safety
has a direct influence on economic indicators. In turn, aircraft safety depends on the reliability of
an aircraft. Taking care of this reliability is equivalent to concern for safety. The reliability of an
aircraft depends on an appropriate technical maintenance aimed at preventive measures, which
include the development of technical projects that eliminate damage causes.
This article presents an attempt at describing the reliability of an aircraft with appropriately
developed preventive measures that enable an assessment of an aircraft’s reliability with the use of
the exponential distribution.

1. Introduction
As far as safety aspect is concerned, the operation of aircraft mainly consist
in the way of servicing (which is being developed), which is aimed at the elimi*
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nation of damage causes during flight, especially damages which may cause
failures or crashes.
Despite all efforts, it is still impossible to make a full assessment of an aircraft’s
technical condition under the influence of destructive processes (fatigue and other
types). Non-detection (overlooking) of signalling damages results in catastrophic
(sudden) damages that usually causes serious failures and plane crashes.
This way of servicing aircraft engineering and assessing the reliability results in a suggestion concerning the classification of all types of damages of an
aircraft. The classification is as follows:
• Signalling damages that can be removed without consequences;
• Signalling damages which are detectable; when such damages are not detected in due time they result in serious consequences;
• Catastrophic damages (non-signalling) which usually result in serious consequences, for example, aircraft equipment failures and air crashes.
So, it can be assumed that all damages concerning the period of an aircraft
operation can be divided into two separate groups, i.e. signalling damages and
catastrophic damages. It is accepted that an aircraft maintains its fitness state till
the first out of two groups of damages.
Unfitness of an aircraft can be determined in the following way:

R(t ) = R1 (t ) ⋅ R2 (t )

(1)

where: R1 (t ) – probability that until t there will be no sudden damage in an
aircraft;
R2 (t ) – probability that until t there will be no signalling damage in an
aircraft.
Above all, concern for safety includes taking care of high level of an aircraft’s reliability during flight. In the next part of the study the possibility of
assessment of the reliability and ways of its improvement are discussed.
2. The outline of the method of reliability assessment of an aircraft taking
into consideration signalling and catastrophic damages
2.1. Description of the operation conditions and acceptance of assumptions

It is accepted that the operation of an aircraft includes the following assumptions:
1. n diagnostic parameters are used to assess technical condition. Thus, technical condition vector has the following form:

x = ( x1 , x2 ,..., xn ) .
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2. As far as the reliability assessment is concerned, instead of diagnostic parameter values, the following deviations are used:
z i = xi − xi nom (i = 1,2,..., n ) ,
where: xi – i- diagnostic parameter;
xi nom – nominal value of i parameter.
3. Values of deviations zi (i=1, 2, ... , n) are positive numbers.
4. Limit values of deviations are zid . If 0 ≤ z i < z id (i = 1,2,..., n) then an aircraft is faultless. If at least one deviation exceeds the admissible value, then
an aircraft is non-operational.
5. It is assumed that deviations z i (i = 1,2,..., n) are independent random variables, i.e. value change of one deviation does not result in value change of
another deviation.
6. Value change of deviations, zI, results from an aircraft work, i.e. during an
aircraft flight.
7. Deviation value change rate can be described by the following dependency:

dz i
= g ( z i , ci ) ,
dN

(2)

where: zi – deviation of diagnostic parameter;
ci – indicators of local operation conditions of elements which affect
the growth in deviation of a diagnostic parameter;
N – the number of flights of an aircraft.
Using dependency (2), we can determine the value of deviation during one
flight:
∆z i = g ( z i , ci )∆N ,
for ∆N = 1.
(3)
8. Intensity of aircraft flights λ is determined by the following dependency:

P
,
∆t

(4)

N = λt .

(5)

λ=

where: ∆t – time interval in which there will be flight of an aircraft with probability P. Time interval ∆t shall be matched in such way (depends
on functioning of an aircraft operational system) that λ∆t ≤ 1 .
Using intensity of aircraft flights λ we can determine the number of flights
performed up to t in accordance with the following dependency:

9. It is assumed that an aircraft is operated. Technical service is supposed to
prevent signalling damages and reduce the possibility of catastrophic damages which cause failures and air crashes.
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2.2. Determining aircraft reliability taking into consideration signalling
and catastrophic damages

Probabilistic description of the growth in the deviation of diagnostic parameters in the function of time of operation can be considered separately for
each diagnostic parameter. Thus, we accept that we consider changes of deviation of i- a diagnostic parameter.
U z i , t means the probability that at the moment t deviation of i- parameter
is zi.
Dynamics of changes (growth) of i- deviation can be determined by the following difference equation:

U zi ,t + ∆ t = (1 − λ∆t )U zi ,t + λ∆t U zi − ∆zi ,t ,

(6)

where: (1 − λ∆t ) – the probability that within time interval ∆t there will be
no flight of an aircraft;
λ∆t
– the probability of an aircraft flight within time interval ∆t.
Hence:

(1 − λ∆t ) + λ∆t = 1 .

Equation (6) determines the possibility that at the moment t + ∆t , the value
of deviation of i- diagnostic parameter will be zi if, at the moment t deviation
had this value and it did not increase because there was no flight of an aircraft,
or at the moment t deviation had the following value: z i − ∆z i and during time
interval ∆t it increased ∆zi because the flight happened.
Difference equation (6) in the functional notation has the following form:

u ( zi , t + ∆t ) = (1 − λ∆t )u ( zi , t ) + λ∆tu ( zi − ∆zi , t ) ,

(7)

where: u ( zi , t ) – the function of the density of deviation of i- diagnostic parameter from the nominal value.
We will transform difference equation (7) into partial differential equation
using the following approximations:

u ( z i , t + ∆t ) = u ( z i , t ) +

∂u ( zi , t )
∆t ,
∂t

∂u ( z i , t )
1 ∂ 2 u (z i , t )
(∆ zi )2 .
u(zi − ∆ zi , t ) = u (zi , t ) −
∆z i +
2
2
∂ zi
∂ zi

(8)
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Substituting (8) into equation (7) we obtain:
∂u ( zi , t )
∆t = (1 − λ∆t ) u (zi , t ) + λ∆t
∂z
.
∂u ( zi , t )
1 ∂ 2 u ( zi , t )

2
(∆ zi ) 
u ( z1 , t ) − ∂zi ∆zi + 2
∂zi2



u ( zi , t ) +

Hence, after reduction we obtain:
2
∂u (z i , t )
∂u ( z i , t ) 1
2 ∂ u(zi , t )
∆ t = −λ∆zi ∆t
+ λ∆t (∆z i )
.
∂t
∂z i
∂z i2
2

(9)

Dividing both sides of equation (9) by ∆t, we obtain:

∂u (z i , t )
∂u ( z i , t ) 1
∂ 2u (zi , t )
= −bi (t )
+ ai (t )
,
∂t
∂z i
∂z i2
2
where: bi (t ) = λ∆ z i

(10)

– average growth in deviation of i- diagnostic parameter from the nominal value per unit of time;

ai (t ) = λ (∆ zi ) – average square of growth in deviation of i2

∆ zi

diagnostic parameter from the nominal value per
unit of time;
– value of diagnostic parameter deviation during one
flight (determined by dependency (3)).

We are looking for a special solution of equation (10) which meets the following conditions: if t → 0 , the solution is convergent with the Dirac function,
i.e. u(zi,t) →0, for z ≠ 0 u(0,t)→∞, but in such way that the integral of function
u is equal one for t > 0.
According to the accepted condition, the solution of equation (10) has the
following form:

1
u ( zi , t ) =
2π Ai (t )

e

−

( zi − Bi (t ))2
2 Ai (t )

,

(11)

where:
t

Bi (t ) = ∫ bi (t )dt ,
0

(12)
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t

Ai (t ) = ∫ ai (t )dt .

(13)

0

Dependency (12) determines the average value of deviation, and dependency (13) determines the variance of deviation.
Using dependency (11), we can write down the reliability in the aspect of
signalling damage for i- diagnostic parameter in the following form:

Ri (t ) ≅

zid

∫ u (z , t ) d z .
i

(14)

i

−∞

Taking into consideration all diagnostic parameters and the above assumptions, we can write down formula determining the reliability in respect of signalling damage. The formula has the following form:
n

R2 (t ) = ∏ Ri (t ) .

(15)

i =1

In order to determine the reliability defined by dependency (1), we must determine the dependency for the second component of an aircraft reliability R1(t)
in respect of a catastrophic damage.
Catastrophic (sudden) damages result from an incomplete control and recognition of a technical condition of an aircraft.
The monitoring of aircraft operation indicates that this group of damages
results from sudden changes of measurable and immeasurable parameters,
which is caused by the impossibility to monitor the changes of parameter values.
Moreover, the crossing of existing restrictions also increases the level of damage risk.
In a probabilistic description of generation of catastrophic damages, damage intensity is the main source of this type of damages. Damage intensity is
determined by the following dependency:

χ (t ) = lim

∆t → 0 +

P(t < T < t + ∆t T > t )
∆t

,

where: T – random variable of time to catastrophic damage formation;
t
– operation time of an aircraft;
P( ) – conditional probability of an event.

(16)
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∆t →0

+
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P{t < T ≤ t + ∆t }
∆t P{t < T }

− R1' (t )
R2 (t )

χ (t ) =

Transforming dependency (16), we can obtain the following differential
equation:
R1' (t ) + χ (t )R2 (t ) = 0 .
(17)
Equation (17) for an initial condition R1 (t = 0) = 1 has the following solution:

R1 (t ) = e

t
− ∫ χ t dt
0
.

()

(18)

If: χ (t ) = χ = const , then

R1 (t ) = e

− χt

.

(19)

To use dependency (19), we must assess parameter χ. From the monitoring
of operation of aircraft, we can obtain the times of damage formation tk, where
k = 1, 2, ..., ω.
Time tk is the time of formation of the first damage in k- an aircraft. The
time is calculated from the beginning of operation. To assess parameter χ, we
will use the method of moments. We will compare an expected value of operation time (determined from a theoretical dependency) with an average value
(determined from observations).
Theoretical average time up to catastrophic damage formation is
∞

∞

0

0

E [T ] = ∫ R1 (t )dt = ∫ e − χt dt =

1

χ

.

An average value of operation time of an aircraft (up to catastrophic damage formation) is
ω

)
E [T ] =

∑t
k =1

ω

k

.
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Hence,
ω

1

χ*

=

χ* =

∑t
k =1

k

,

ω

ω

.

ω

∑t
k =1

(20)

k

If we know the probability of sudden damage formation during one flight,
we can assess damage intensity using the following dependency:

χ* =

Q
.
∆t

Dependency for the assessment of reliability R1(t) has the following form:

R1 (t ) = e − χ * t .

(21)

Taking into consideration dependency (15) and (21), we obtain formula determining the reliability of an aircraft. The formula has the following form:
n

R(t ) = e − χt ∏ R (t ) .
i

(22)

i =1

3. Comments on the way of forming the reliability
The above-presented outline of the method for determining the dependency
for aircraft reliability is conditioned by assumptions that formalise reality. The
above-presented method can be modified by accepting particular assumptions.
The more real assumptions, the more precise predicted reliability of an aircraft.
The above-presented method concerns events in which the results of destructive processes are accumulated and correlated with the operation time of an
aircraft. The process is disrupted by the possibility of the formation of sudden
damages which are caused by, for example, overload pulses, crash landings, etc.
After some development, the method can enable the assessment of fatigue
life in respect of particular diagnostic parameters. The obtained data can be used
to improve technical servicing. The course of diagnostic controls that are ade-
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quately determined and distributed in operation time prevents the results of signalling damages.
Thus, it can be assumed that
n

zd

i =1

−∞

R2 (t ) = ∏

∫

u1 ( z i , t )dz i ≈ 1 .

(23)

Thus, the reliability of an aircraft, taking into consideration technical servicing, can be assessed by the following dependency:
*

R( t ) = e −χ t .

(24)

It seems that the above-presented outline of the method for predicting the
reliability of an aircraft can be used as an auxiliary material for considering
specific problems concerning the assessment of the reliability and fatigue life of
elements, units, and devices.
All methods that were presented in the study are used to assess the reliability and fatigue life of construction elements in the aspect of fatigue.
The above-presented models can be adapted for specified cases of determining the probability of catastrophic damage taking into consideration phenomena physics and conditions of operation.
This conventional division of damages will help determine the reliability of
an aircraft and present an algorithm of the reliability of an aircraft in the process
of operation (Fig. 1).
The algorithm enables among other things:
• The analysis of the physics of damage formation in the form of increasing
deviations of diagnostic parameters.
• The assessment of risk concerning the crossing of admissible values on the
basis of the assessment of the growth in deviations.
• The assessment of reliability for particular diagnostic parameters and the
determination of the range of technical interventions.
• The investigation of relationship concerning reliability requirements.
• The development of adjustment in respect of aircraft diagnostics in the case
of negative results connected with the assessment of reliability (not meeting
requirements).
• The introduction of additional diagnostic procedures into the process of operation in order to obtain required values of reliability by the following:
– Reducing the results of signalling damages and increasing their delectability in order to prevent their transformation into catastrophic damages;
– Reducing the number of catastrophic damages and the risk of their formation.
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Fig. 1. Diagram of forming reliability and improving technical service (diagnostics) of aircraft
Rys. 1. Schemat kształtowania niezawodności i doskonalenia obsługi technicznej (diagnostyki)
statków powietrznych

4. Reliability in stretch of time of the length τ
Service works and preventive measures, which are being continuously improved, indicate that the exponential distribution can be used to assess the reliability of an aircraft during flight. Moreover, the assessment of reliability can be
reduced to the diagram of operation with replacement when the time for replacement is negligible. Thus, we can determine the probability of a non-failure
operation of an aircraft in a finite time period (t, t + τ).
This probability is marked with Rt(τ). For a stationed aircraft, the formula
has the following form:

R(τ ) = lim Rt (τ ) =
t →∞

where: τ – time of flight of an aircraft;

1

θ

∞

∫
0

[1 − F ( x + τ )] dx ,
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F(x) – distribution function for time of operation up to the occurrence
of damage.
Because, for exponential distribution θ =

1

λ

, the reliability in stretch of

time of the length τ will be determined by the following dependency:
∞

1
R(τ ) =
θ

∫

[1 − F (t )]dt = θ1

τ

∫ [1 − (1 − e )]
− χt

τ

∞

=

∞

1
dt =
θ

∞

∫e
τ

− χt

dt =

.

1  1 − χt 
− e  = e − χt
θ  χ
τ

5. Conclusions
The above-presented outline of the method for determining the dependency
for aircraft reliability concerns events in which the results of destructive processes are accumulated and correlated with the operation time of an aircraft. The
process is disrupted by the possibility of formation of sudden damages which
are caused by, for example, overload pulses, crash landings, etc.
After some developments, the method can enable the assessment of fatigue
life in respect of particular diagnostic parameters. The obtained data can be used
to improve technical servicing. The course of diagnostic controls that are adequately determined and distributed in operation time prevents the results of signalling damages.
The presented division of damages helped to determine the reliability of an
aircraft and create an algorithm of the reliability of an aircraft in the process of
operation (Fig. 1).
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Uwagi na temat doskonalenia eksploatacji wojskowych statków powietrznych
przez ograniczenie możliwości powstawania uszkodzeń

Streszczenie
Bezpieczeństwo statku powietrznego jest jedną z najważniejszych charakterystyk eksploatacji mających bezpośredni wpływ na wskaźniki ekonomiczne. Z kolei duży wpływ na bezpieczeństwo ma niezawodność statku powietrznego. Troska o tę niezawodność jest jednocześnie
troską o bezpieczeństwo. Ostateczna postać zależności opisujących niezawodność statku
uzależniona jest w dużej mierze od odpowiednio opracowanej obsługi technicznej nakierowanej
na profilaktykę. Natomiast profilaktyka obejmuje opracowanie takich przedsięwzięć technicznych,
które usuwają przesłanki do powstania uszkodzeń.
W artykule podjęto próbę opisu niezawodności statku z odpowiednio opracowaną profilaktyką, która umożliwia ocenę niezawodności statku z wykorzystaniem rozkładu wykładniczego.
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Summary
This article presents a way of describing reliability coefficients in the case of a 3-state model
of airship maintenance with its renovation. The third state, which is full fitness loss (when it is
impossible to conduct renovation), was added to the 2-state model of the airship maintenance
including operational and non-operational state.
Models with the exponential distribution were considered. A stationary readiness coefficient is
obtained from the exponential distribution during renovation.
The formula describing the aircraft reliability for the time interval of length (t, t + τ) has the
following form:
R (τ ) = K g e − λτ ,
where:
Kg – readiness coefficient.
In the case of 3-state model of the airship maintenance, the readiness coefficient is not stationary but depends on time t.
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1. Introduction

During the airship maintenance process with renovation, there are two
states: the operational state and the non-operational state. There are also two
cases: when the time of renovation is negligible and when the time of renovation
cannot be ignored.
As far as the airship maintenance process with renovation is concerned, the
concept of the airship reliability for a particular time interval is introduced. This
property describes the probability of a trouble-free operation of an airship in a
finite time period (t, t + τ). This probability is marked with Rt(τ).
When the time of renovation is negligible, this probability is determined in
the following way:
t

Rt (τ ) = 1 − F (t + τ ) + ∫ [1 − F (t + τ − x)]h( x)dx ,

(1)

0

where: F(t) – distribution function for working time between faults;
h(x) – density function of renovation.
For a stationary case, dependency (1) has the following form:

R(τ ) = lim Rt (τ ) =
t →∞

1

θ

∞

∫

[1 − F ( x + τ )] dx .

(2)

0

Hence,

R(τ ) =
where: θ

1

θ

∞

∫τ

[1 − F (t )] dt ,

(3)

– expected value of working time.

When the time of renovation cannot be ignored, dependency (3) has the following form:

R(τ ) = Kg

1

θ

∞

∫τ

[1 − F (t )] dt ,

(4)

where: Kg – readiness coefficient of an airship for flight.
Formula (4) indicates that the probability of a trouble-free operation of an
airship in a time period of length τ equals the product of the probability of an
event that, before work starts, an airship will be in an operational state and the
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probability of a trouble-free operation of an airship (device) in a time period of
length τ for the process with an immediate renovation.
In the case of the exponential distribution, the readiness coefficient is determined according to the dependencies presented below:
Following Fig. 1, let’s consider the model of the airship maintenance.

1

2

Fig. 1. 2-state model of the airship maintenance
Rys. 1. Dwustanowy model eksploatacji statku

An operational state is marked with “1,” and a non-operational state (maintenance) is marked with “2”. An airship in state “1” is damaged with intensity λ
and repaired in state “2” with intensity µ.
Let’s assume that P1(t) means the probability that an airship is in state “1,”
and P2(t) = 1 - P1(t) – the probability that an airship is in state “2” in moment t.
In the case of the symbols presented above, the following equation of state
is true:

P1 (t + ∆t ) = [1 − λ∆t ]P1 (t ) + µ∆t P2 (t ) + 0(∆t ) ,

(5)

where: 0( ∆t ) – small quantity of higher order.
After dividing both sides of the equation by ∆t and passing on to the limit
by ∆t → 0 , we obtain the following differential equation:

P1' (t ) = −λP1 (t ) + µ P2 (t ) .

(6)

Substituting P2(t) ) = 1- P1(t), we obtain:

P1' (t ) + (λ + µ ) P1 (t ) = µ .

(7)

The solution of this equation is the non-stationary coefficient of readiness,
and it has the following form:
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Kg (t ) = P1 (t ) =

µ + λ e − ( λ + µ )t
.
µ +λ

(8)

Passing on to the limit by t →∞, we obtain the stationary value of the readiness coefficient that has the following form:

Kg = lim Kg (t ) =
t →∞

µ

λ+µ

.

(9)

In the case of the exponential distribution, the probability of a trouble-free
operation of an airship in the range (t, t + τ) with large t has the following form:

R(τ ) =

µ
λ+µ

e −λ τ .

(10)

Dependency (10) indicates that the probability of a trouble-free operation of
an airship equals the product of the probability that, in the initial moment, we will
find an airship in an operational state and the probability of the airship operation
during time period τ for a standard process with an immediate renovation.
This thesis includes an attempt to determine the readiness coefficient when
a complete repair is not possible in state “2” and there is possibility that an airship will be withdrawn from maintenance.
In this case, the model of the airship maintenance is presented in Fig. 2.

1

2

3

P1(t)

P2(t)

P3(t)

Fig. 2. 3-state model of the airship maintenance
Rys. 2. Trzystanowy model eksploatacji statku

2. The airship maintenance with renovation and the risk of its withdrawal
The model of the airship maintenance includes 3 states of reliability, where:
P1 (t ) – probability of an operational state of an airship;

P2 (t ) – probability of a non-operational state with possibility of repair (renovation);
P3 (t ) – probability of a non-operational state resulting from the impossibility
of renovation (in state 2).
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The above-mentioned probabilities sum up to unity. Because of damage
formation, state “1” of an airship changes into state “2” with intensity λ1.
In state “2,” damages are removed and an airship goes back to state “1” with
renovation intensity µ. However, in state 2, some damages which cannot be
repaired (renovated) are detected and an airship transforms into state “3” with
intensity λ2, and it becomes non-operational.
Using the above-mentioned model of airship maintenance, we can form the
following differential equations:

 P1 (t + ∆t ) = (1 − λ1 ∆t )P1 (t ) + µ∆tP2 (t )

 P2 (t + ∆t ) = λ1 ∆tP1 (t ) + (1 − µ∆t )(1 − λ2 ∆t )P2 (t ) .
 P (t + ∆t ) = P (t ) + λ ∆tP (t )
3
2
2
 3

(11)

After transformation of the set of differential equations presented above, we
obtain the following set of differential equations:

 P1/ (t ) = −λ1P1 (t ) + µP2 (t )
 /
 P2 (t ) = λ1P1 (t ) − (µ + λ2 )P2 (t ) .
 /( )
 P3 t = λ2 P2 (t )

(12)

We must find the solution of the above set of equations. From the first
equation of the set (12), we determine P2 (t ) , and, by differentiating, we substitute both values into the second equation of the set (12).

P1// (t ) + (λ1 + λ2 + µ )P1/ (t ) + λ1λ2 P1 (t ) = 0 .

(13)

Equation (13) is a homogeneous differential equation of the second order
constant
coefficients.
Taking
into
consideration
that
µ > 0 : λ1 > 0 : λ2 > 0 , we can write down the solution of equation (13) in the
following form:

with

P1 (t ) = c1e r1t + c2e r2t ,

(14)

where:

r1 =
r2 =

− (λ1 + λ 2 + µ ) −

(λ1 − λ 2 )2 + 2µ (λ1 + λ2 ) + µ 2
2

− (λ1 + λ 2 + µ ) +

(λ1 − λ2 )
2

2

+ 2 µ (λ1 + λ 2 ) + µ

,
(15)

2

.
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Solution (14) fulfils equation (13) for any constant values c1 and c2.
Determining the next probabilities.

P2 (t ) =

P1/ (t ) + λ1 P1 (t )

µ

.

(16)

After substitution

P2 (t ) = c1

r1 + λ1

µ

e r1t + c2

r2 + λ1

µ

e r2t .

(17)

We still must determine probability P3 (t )

P3/ (t ) = λ2 P2 (t ) .

(18)

Hence, after integration we obtain:

 r +λ
r + λ1 r2 t 
P3 (t ) = λ2 c1 1 1 e r1t + c2 2
e  + c3 .
µr1
µr2



(19)

In order to determine any constant values, let’s use initial conditions:
P1 (0) = 1 : P2 (0) = 0 : P3 (0) = 0 , after transformations we obtain:

c1 = −

r2 + λ1
r +λ
λ
: c2 = 1 1 : c3 = − 2 (r2 + λ1 )(r1 + λ1 ) .
r1 − r2
r1 − r2
µr1r2

(20)

As a result of the above calculations we obtain:


r +λ
r +λ
 P1 (t ) = 1 1 er2 t − 2 1 e r1t
r1 − r2
r1 − r2


(r1 + λ1 )(r2 + λ1 ) er2t − er1t
. (21)
 P2 (t ) =
µ (r1 − r2 )


1  λ
λ (r + λ )(r + λ )  1
 P3 (t ) = 2 1 1 2 1  e r2 t − er1t  − 2 (r2 + λ1 )(r1 + λ1 )
µ (r1 − r2 )
r1  µr1r2

 r2

[

]
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where:

r1 =
r2 =

− (λ1 + λ 2 + µ ) −

(λ1 − λ 2 )2 + 2µ (λ1 + λ2 ) + µ 2
2

− (λ1 + λ 2 + µ ) +

(λ1 − λ2 )2 + 2µ (λ1 + λ2 ) + µ 2
2

,
.

The solution above fulfils initial conditions, and probabilities sum up to
unity. Now, we must check the course of the above functions for large t
( t → ∞ ).

lim P1 (t ) =
t →∞

lim P2 (t ) =
t →∞

lim P3 (t ) =
t →∞

r1 + λ1
r + λ1
lim e r2t − 2
lim e r1t ,
→
∞
t
r1 − r2
r1 − r2 t →∞

[

(r1 + λ1 )(r2 + λ1 ) lim e r t − lim e r t
t →∞
t →∞
µ (r1 − r2 )
2

1

],


λ2 (r1 + λ1 )(r2 + λ1 )  1
λ
1
e r t − lim e r t  − 2 (r2 + λ1 )(r1 + λ1 )
 lim
µ (r1 − r2 )
r1 t →∞  µr1 r2
 r2 t →∞
2

1

.
Because:

r1 = −
r2 = −

(λ1 + λ2 + µ ) + (λ1 + λ2 + µ )2 − 4λ1λ2
2

(λ1 + λ2 + µ ) − (λ1 + λ2 + µ )2 − 4λ1λ 2
2

< 0,
< 0.

Hence,

lim e = lim e

− ( λ1 + λ2 + µ )−

r1t

t →∞

lim e
t →∞

And consequently

(λ1 −λ2 )2 + 2 µ (λ1 + λ2 )+ µ 2
2

t

= 0,

t

= 0.

t →∞

r2t

= lim e

− ( λ1 + λ2 + µ )+

(λ1 −λ2 )2 + 2 µ (λ1 + λ2 )+ µ 2
2

t →∞

lim P1 (t ) = 0 ,
t →∞
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lim P2 (t ) = 0 ,
t →∞

lim P3 (t ) = −
t →∞

λ2
(r2 + λ1 )(r1 + λ1 ) = 1 .
µr1 r2

Eventually, we obtain:


r +λ
r +λ
 P1 (t ) = 1 1 er2 t − 2 1 er1t
r1 − r2
r1 − r2


(r1 + λ1 )(r2 + λ1 ) er2t − er1t
,
 P2 (t ) =
µ (r1 − r2 )


λ (r + λ )(r + λ )  e r2t e r1t 
 P3 (t ) = 2 1 1 2 1 
−  +1
µ (r1 − r2 )
r1 

 r2

[

]

(22)

where:

r1 =
r2 =

− (λ1 + λ 2 + µ ) −

(λ1 − λ 2 )2 + 2µ (λ1 + λ2 ) + µ 2
2

− (λ1 + λ 2 + µ ) +

(λ1 − λ2 )2 + 2µ (λ1 + λ2 ) + µ 2
2

,
.

Probability P1 (t ) is a decreasing function of time and adopts values from 1 to

0. On the other hand, probability P3 (t ) is an increasing function of time and
adopts values from 0 to 1. Probability P2 (t ) has one extreme (maximum) in point:

t = textr =

1
r
ln 1 ,
r2 − r1 r2

(23)

of value:

P2 (textr ) =

λ1  (λ1 + λ2 + µ ) − (λ1 + λ2 + µ ) − 4λ1λ2 

λ2 
2 λ1λ2
2





(λ1 + λ 2 + µ )
(λ1 + λ 2 + µ )2 − 4 λ1λ 2

.

(24)
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Figure 3 presents changes of probabilities in time. The diagram aims at presenting the character of these changes, and it was prepared on the basis of hypothetical data: λ1 = 0,009 : λ2 = 0,008 : µ = 0,01 , which is the unit of intensity is
the reciprocal of the unit of time.
1
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Fig. 3. Illustration of changes of probabilities
Rys. 3. Ilustracja zmian wyznaczonych prawdopodobieństw

3. Reliability in time period of length τ after taking into consideration
the obtained results
In this case, readiness coefficient will be:

K g (t ) = P1 (t ) =

r1 + λ1 r2 t r2 + λ1 r1t
e −
e ,
r1 − r2
r1 − r2

(25)

where: r1 ≤ 0 i r2 ≤ 0 .
Taking into consideration that we deal with the exponential distribution, reliability in time period of length τ will be:
∞

Hence:

1
Rt (τ ) = K g (t ) ⋅ ∫ [1 − F (t )]dt .
θτ

(26)

Rt (τ ) = P1 (t )e − λτ .

(27)
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The first segment of formula (27) determines the probability that we will
find an airship in an operational state in moment t, and the second segment determines reliability in flight when it is assumed that, in moment t, an airship was
in an operational state.
4. Conclusions
The presented method for determining the dependency for aircraft reliability concerns the three-state model of operation with renewal. After the evaluation of the necessary coefficients, for example, appropriate intensities, one can
evaluate the probability of aircraft operation in one of the three states. The
method can enable the assessment of the availability factor and predicted reliability of aircraft during a finite time range (e.g. during flight). The obtained
results can be used for the planning of operation, for the prediction of the number of aircraft in repair condition, and for time prediction when the maximum
number of aircraft are repaired.
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Eksploatacja statku powietrznego z odnową i ryzykiem jego utraty

Streszczenie
W artykule przedstawiono sposób opisu wskaźników niezawodnościowych dla przypadku
trójstanowego schematu eksploatacji statku powietrznego z odnową. Do dwustanowego schematu
eksploatacji obejmującego stan zdatny i stan niezdatny z możliwością odnowy, dołączono trzeci
stan, obejmujący pełną utratę zdatności, gdy odnowy nie można wykonać.
Rozważania przeprowadzono dla przypadku występowania w modelach rozkładu wykładniczego. Dla rozkładu wykładniczego w warunkach odnowy otrzymuje się stacjonarny współczynnik
gotowości.
Wzór na niezawodność statku powietrznego w odcinku czasu długości (t, t + τ) otrzymuje
postać:
R(τ ) = K g e − λτ ,
gdzie: Kg – współczynnik gotowości.
W przypadku przyjętego trójstanowego schematu eksploatacji współczynnik gotowości nie
jest już stacjonowany, a zależny od czasu t.
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Summary
A raw steel mill is a continuous running complex production process in relation to used technologies. The above relates mainly to hot departments, such as furnaces or steel melting shops.
Devices which operate in these departments are subjects to strict technological regimes. Any deviations from optimal operational parameters may cause non-reversible damages which shorten
their operation time. The above relates mainly to furnaces, which can operate for several years, or
a few, when their productivity is often limited. That is why, planning and scheduling the production process in a raw steel mill is an important issue for optimal devices operation and it is a difficult task as well due to production specific character.
This kind of running the production process forces deliveries to be on time and of the proper
amount and set parameters components to devices of a production line.
Continuously running aggregates of steel founding are the superior devices in a production process
and to which crude iron of set parameters, especially of set temperature and scheduled time, must be
provided. To optimize the scheduling process, maximization of the quantity of casted items in a continuous sequence of production of steel casts from furnaces, must be considered as a criterion.

1. Technological system and production flow in a steel mill identification
The aim of the article is to identify a technological system and a production
flow in a steel mill and to form basic principles of scheduling the production of
*
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such technological processes as [1, …, 16], to maximize the production process
simultaneously with an optimal devices usage. The exemplary steel mill will be
a subject of research conducting, its main objects and production flow scheme is
presented in the Figure 1.
In the Figure 1 seven main subsystems of technological process in the steel
mill are presented:
a) SP sintering plant – which produces iron – bearing sinter, which is a main
component of crude iron in furnaces, where: ‘ak’=1,…,k; k-number of sintering lines;
b) BF furnaces – which produce crude iron for further processing in oxygen
converters, with a possibility to found cast iron – its main components:
sinter, coke, flux and hot air which initiate the reduction process, where:
‘bl’=1,…,l; l-number of furnaces;
c) HMDP desulfurization stations – enabling removing the sulfur excess from
crude iron before processing in air converters, where: ‘cm’=1,…,m;
m=desulfurization devices;
d) BOF oxygen converters – producing crude iron which is off-furnace processed – the basic components of the process are: furnaces’ crude iron, steel
scrap, ferroalloys, calcareous stone, where: ‘dn’=1,…,n; n=number of oxygen
converters;
e) off-furnace stations, where crude iron enriching processes are conducted, in
modern steel mills: AR-stations of crude steel argon-processing, LHF –
ladleman off-furnaces processing, RH – steel vacuum circulation degassing,
where: ‘eo’=1,…,o; o = off-furnaces steel processing devices;
f) CCM continuous steel founding aggregates, where crude steel is processed
on continuous steel ignots – in modern steel mills 100% of crude steel is
processed in this manner into blooms, billets, or slabs, where ‘fp’=1,…,p; p –
number of continuous steel founding;
g) RM rolling , where ignots are processed into final (marketing) rolled products, where ‘gr’=1,…,r; r- number of hot-rolling technological lines.
Production scheduling is inferior to logistic view on the production system.
In the figure 1 main logistic systems for researched object were presented:
1 supply logistics;
2 complete steel mill production logistics;
3 continuous hot processes production logistics;
4 market products distribution logistics;
5 waste material distribution logistics;
Market products distribution 4 is a superior issue of the logistics system.
The logistics system information forces production planning (scheduling) and
covers: 1 supply logistics and 2 complete steel mill production logistics.
In the Figure 1, the field of waste material distribution logistics was presented 5. This system is complex because of masses of waste material produced
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in the production process. Nowadays in modern steel mills, the majority of
waste material is completely recycled.

Fig. 1. Structural scheme of main technological objects in steel mill
Rys. 1. Schemat strukturalny głównych obiektów technologicznych huty surowcowej
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The constructed model ought to cover all departments of a steel mill, starting from feedstock preparation to final products of rolling mill house, especially
the following complex scheduling issues should be taken into consideration: hot
processes production logistics 3 .
In the Figure 1, the hot processes production logistic system covers furnaces, crude iron desulfurization, oxygen converters, off-furnaces processing
and continuous steel founding aggregates. This system also covers departments
of hot works, if the production optimization criterion will be delivered in a set
time of continuous ingots with a set cross-section and temperature. This field of
production scheduling may contribute to optimum usage of technological line
devices, and lower the production costs in the same time.
2. Literature review
Many authors have tried to solve the production scheduling problem in steel
industry taking advantage of various techniques of modelling these matters and
various methods of solving them. Most of the world literature elaborates concern issues of production scheduling in plate mill departments.
Issues of production scheduling in plants in which manufactured products
can be stored during the process operation are incommensurably easier than in
case of a steel production plant in which the process has to be operated in a continuous manner. All production planning aid methods used in steel industry can
be divided into two categories: methods based on mathematical programming
and methods based on expert systems.
The literature analysis presented below comprises 30 selected items of
world publications dealing with steel industry's production planning and scheduling. The analysis starts with elaborates published in 1974 and ends with elaborates published in 2007. All elaborates were presented chronologically as per
their publishing dates.
One of the first elaborates on production planning and scheduling in steel
plants was C.N. Redwine and D.A. Wismer [1] thesis dealing with arranging
steel production's schedules in an "off-line" mode, not in a real-time, but with
the use of a mathematical programming. The dynamic programming was used to
solve the problem.
J.R. Wright and M.H. Hook [2] developed a heuristic procedure, which enabled generating schedules of hot rolled plates production. They defined an
objective function, which represents an economic efficiency dependent on three
contradictory conditions, such as: production's quality, production's speed, ontime supplies of finished products. The developed heuristic algorithm modifies
given input solution through the "product" shift from the initial position to the
other, more beneficial from a penalty function viewpoint. The penalty function
consists of several selected parameters of the finished product. The algorithm
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utilizes a trial-and-error method, up to the moment when further improvement is
possible no more. The limitation of possibility of further improvement is given
by the user. The method of schedule improvement finishes usually by achieving
a local minimum.
B. Lally and others [3] applied a linear programming method, partially with
the use of an integer programming to solve a problem of steel production scheduling and its processing to solid ingots in installations of continuous teeming.
The authors developed a very simple steel plant's model, in which electric arcfurnaces and installations of continuous teeming are in operation. Complex
processes of extra-furnace steel treatment, which are essential in enabling production of high quality solid ingots, were neglected in the model.
M. Numao, S. Morishita in their elaborates [4, 5, 7, 9] developed an expert
system to plastic working scheduling in hot-rolling mills with the use of
a graphical user interface which enabled modification of the previously created
schedule. The main substantiation of such scheduling system was the limitation
of feedstock latency time for the following technological operations, and therefore reduction of energy consumption in the whole rolling process.
H.P. Epp and others [6] in their elaborates presented a system of interactive
production of scheduling for the installations of continuous teeming operating in
Inland Steel Corporation, utilizing methods of artificial intelligence to solve the
problem.
Y. Yimichi and others developed an expert system to determine parameters
and conditions of slab bloom supplies obtained in the process of continuous
teeming, in order to optimise the accomplishment of orders collected from recipients during hot-rolling process of these blooms.
C. M. Petersen and others [10] developed a mathematical programming
model to solve the problem of hot-rolling plant production planning consisting
of creating schedules for optimisation of solid ingots' passing through heating up
furnaces and rolling mill's stands.
In their elaborate [11], K. Sthol, W. Spopek presented a model of hybrid
cooperative production scheduling in the process of continuous steel teeming in
Stahl Linz GmbH steel plant. However, they did not present a mathematical
model for optimization of analysed processes.
J. Neuwirth [12] developed a model basing on linear programming, which
eliminated the so- called machine conflicts arising during the treatment of the successive melts from steelmaking furnaces and the process of their teeming in installations of continuous steel teeming. The basic factors which enable creating schedules
in the analyzed technological line were also formulated in the elaborate.
In their elaborate [13], X. Tong and others presented a complex model
based on a linear programming method, partially integer, for solving the problem of solid ingots' production scheduling in installations of continuous steel
teeming. The solution of this problem was possible through the use of heuristic
techniques.
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In his elaborate [14], P. Cowling describes the issue of generating a production plans for a hot-roll plate mill. A matter was described as a problem of
searching for "a route with a reward". To solve this task, the author proposed a
heuristic method, which was based on searching for local solutions and looking
for "Tabu Search". The local search method is used to find an input sequence,
and the "tabu" search technique aims at improving this sequence. The author
analyzes obtained results in various aspects and in all cases the results obtained
with the use of applied heuristics are better than traditional methods used so far
in solving this type of problems.
In their elaborate [15], K. Hamada and others presented an algorithm for
solving complex problems of steel production planning and subsequently
merged an expert system with genetic algorithm, and created effective schedules
in this way.
In their elaborate [16], H. S. Lee and others described a production planning procedure in a double-wire installation of continuous steel teeming. They
utilized the IBM and ATM software to create schedules meeting global limitations based on a fast task ordering algorithm.
In their elaborate [17], L. Lopez and others used a heuristic method based
on problem approach as a "tabu search" to solve the problem of production
scheduling in a hot-rolling plate mill. The problem of rolling plate mill production scheduling is very difficult and comprises series of mutually contradictory
objectives, which have to be achieved with taking into consideration series of
restrictions. Finding an optimal solution for this problem is very difficult, therefore authors were satisfied with finding suboptimal solutions.
In their elaborate [18], S. Li, Z. Chan describes the materials' flow through
buffer stockyard of solid ingots produced in the process of continuous steel
teeming and a hot-rolling plant. Basing on data from the analyzed steel plant,
the authors created a mathematical model describing a decision making process
of system input, system output and storage in the system. The created model
appeared to be very effective and was used as a system simulating the production flow management in the existing steel plant.
In their article [19], P. Cowling, W. Rezig presented an integration model
of a continuous steel teeming and hot-rolling system in order to maximize the
production and lower unit production costs. Authors described the currently
used methods of production planning and presented a model of production planning and scheduling in the analyzed system with the use of mathematical programming and heuristic techniques. The described method, as it arises from
performed simulations, is close to an optimal, and has been implemented in
many steel plants.
The subject of an elaborate of L. Tang and others [20] was to study a problem of production planning in processes of continuous steel teeming and pursuit
of creating a computer-based planning system in order to generate optimal
schedules. The objective of schedules is to determine task commencement and
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finishing times on the successive installations of a technological line. The objective function in an optimization process is to deliver the product to the following operations precisely on time, in accordance with the JIT rule. Penalties
were also incorporated in the model: for losses caused by a heat stoppage,
treatment latency time, too early operation accomplishment, delay in operation
accomplishment. The developed non-linear mathematical model for solving the
machine conflict problem was consecutively replaced by a linear programming
model. Computer simulations with the use of standard computer software demonstrated a meaningful reduction of following operation latency times when
using schedules created this way.
In their article [21], F. Pettersson and others presented the system for optimal planning of flat solid ingots production based on a double method of linear
programming with the use of integer programming and heuristic algorithms. The
created system formulates a way of task clustering and a sequence of flat
blooms teeming in the installation of continuous steel teeming.
In their article [22], L. Tang and others presented a model of production
scheduling in a hot-rolling plate plant. In the elaborate a strategy parallel to a
production scheduling problem modelling was proposed as well as a solution of
the matter through of the use of genetic algorithms. The adopted algorithms and
the use of an interactive machine-human method caused a meaningful development of the proposed method in relation to the manual method used before in
the analyzed steel plant.
Authors of the elaborate [23], L. Tang and others, tried to find a solution
for increasing production efficiency and lowering energy consumption in a
technological line containing installations of continuous flat blooms teeming,
their heating up and hot-rolling. The developed algorithms of production planning and scheduling enable such energy consumption limitation in the analyzed
technological line.
Authors of the elaborate [24], V. Jha and others, made an attempt to create
an intelligent production planning and scheduling algorithm for steel teeming
processes in LD oxygen converters and flat blooms teeming in installations of
continuous steel teeming. The G2 computer software was used for this purpose.
The created algorithms aim at lowering production costs, increasing products'
quality and delivering the product in a precisely defined time.
In their article [25], L. Tang and others introduced the proposal of solving
the problem of scheduling the transport of slabs having strictly specified parameters, which are produced in installations of continuous steel teeming, to
hot-rolling plate plants. For this purpose an algorithm based on integer methods
was formed, which consecutively was modified into a genetic algorithm. Codes
used for the genetic algorithm aimed at minimizing the awaiting tasks solving
time. Within a framework of performed studies, the authors implemented the
constructed model in an existing plant achieving positive effects in the scope of
assumed objective function.
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In their elaborate [26], Z. Gao, L. Tang present studies on forming an effective optimization model, which uses methods of multiparameter pointwise sum
weights approximations. The developed method was used to plan purchasing
materials for production in a raw steel plant in order to determine their optimal
quantity. The problem examined in the elaborate is substantial because of the
mass character of raw materials necessary for production in the production plant
such as steel plant.
In their article [27] SH. Park, YW. Sohn present a heuristic method of
minimization of the successive technological operations latency time in steel
production processes, continuous steel teeming and hot-rolling. Authors developed the system aiming for a real-time production scheduling taking into consideration the necessity of changes in a technological process by effective use of
a human-computer communication. Limitations arising from technological processes in operation were taken into account in the used algorithms so as to maximally reduce the latency time of the successive processing of a given cast.
In their elaborate, L. Tang, L. Huang [28] present studies on the seamless
steel pipes production scheduling. The problem has been presented as a sequence flow scheduling in order to minimize times between start and completion of the hot-rolling process. The authors look for a suboptimal solution using
a double-stage method of sectioning and limitation and heuristic algorithms.
Study results confirmed, that with the use of such algorithms one can obtain a
solution close to optimal.
The elaborate of M. Mathirajan and others [29] refers to a study problem of
task scheduling with the use of parallel, non-identical initial processes for a
dynamic task income, non-compatible task series and non-equal task quantities.
Task scheduling in heat treatment processes has an essential meaning for the
entire steel casting production times. In order to restrict the amount of performed calculations in classical mathematical models, several heuristic algorithms were developed, which enabled obtaining suboptimal solutions in the
scope of utilization of furnaces in a heat treatment.
The elaborate of L. Tang, G. Liu [30] refers to scheduling of production orders in a steel plant in order to determine a particular technological operation
start and finish times with efficiency limitations, with a purpose to minimize the
sum of weighted times of all orders’ finishing. This problem was formed as a
question of mixed integer programming. To solve the problem the methodology
of solving the distribution composed of Lagrange relaxation, linear programming and heuristics was used.
In the analyzed world literature there are no elaborates concerning the production scheduling for the whole raw steel plants from the raw material supply
through material preparation facilities, departments of pig iron production, departments of steel production and its extra-furnace treatment, installations of
continuous steel teeming, up to final product rolling mills.
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Analysis of technological processes and material flow in main
departments of the steel mill

In the Figures 2-6 five main departments of the steel mill is presented. In
the Figure 2, sintering plant SP is shown, where preparation of iron-bearing
sinter with set parameters, especially its granulation, is made. It also considers
coke, which is used as a reducer in the furnace process. This parameter is a
main factor of a proper work of furnaces. Sintering process is preceded by a
compound preparation in the field of its homogenity of chemical composition,
and then the composition is granulated. The last phase of the process is sintering, which is conducted on three sintering lines of 312 [m2] surface and 1000–
–1250 [kg/m3 x h] productivity. The sinter is cooled on the same line and in
whirling cool stores after completing the process and transported to foundry mixture store department. Parameters of all ingot components and a ready
sinter, as well as devices work parameters in sintering store were given in the
Figure 2.

Fig. 2. Scheme of technological processes and material flow in sintering plant (SP)
Rys. 2. Schemat procesów technologicznych i przepływu materiałów w spiekalni rud (SP)

Figure 3 presents a scheme of furnaces department (BF), which consists of
three main objects, furnaces and the essential infrastructure to enable the crude
iron production as a steel production intermediate product. The researched object consists of two furnaces, which are of 3200 [m3] volume and 2,4 [millions
tones/year] productivity, and one thoroughly renovated in the renovation process of 3600 [m3] volume and 2,8 [millions tones/year] productivity. Sinter
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chemical composition homogenity guarantees the comparable chemical composition with every heat melt. During the heat mill there is a sample taken and
before reaching the steelplant, the chemical composition, mainly coal content,
but also the other impurities such as sulfur, manganesse, silicon, phosphorus and
other, is known. In the researched steel mill, in the furnaces departments, there
are two pig sow founding devices with productivity of 2000 [t/24h], in case
when steelplant cannot manage to process the produced crude iron, and there are
outer receivers. The flow of input materials and production, and their main parameters and parameters of basic devices used in the department are shown in
the Figure 3. The furnace department is the first phase of the hot technological
lines, where the processing cannot be stopped. Iron-bearing sinter is considered
to be a furnace ignot, while, coke is a reducer and a hot blast, which initiates the
crude iron sinter process. The hot blast is produced in Cowper stove, four per
each furnace. Furnace crude iron as iron and coal alloy of 3,5 – 4,5% [C] coal
content is a final product. Slug is a waste material product, which is thoroughly
processed in cement production. Furnace gas is another waste material reused to
heat the heaters’ air and other, because of its energetic value:
Figure 4 presents a scheme of Steel Plant Department (SPD), which is divided into four groups of devices presented in the Figure 1 as:
– (HMDP) – stations for raw iron desulfurization with a productivity of 6 [millions tones/year];
– (BOF 1, BOF 2, BOF 3) – three oxygen converters with a maximal capacity
of 350 [tones], with BOF 1 and BOF 3 working in the upward blast system
with the use of an oxygen lance and downward through gas permeable ceramic bricks; and BOF 2 with an upward blast only;
– (AR1, AR2, AR3, AR4) – four liquid steel argoning stations;
– (LHF 1, LHF 2) – two ladle furnaces for a thorough off-furnace processing,
LHF 1 – 1station ladle furnace, LHF 2 – 2stations ladle furnace with a movable electrodes system for liquid steel heating;
– (RH) – a station for vacuous degassing of selected kinds of liquid steel;
– (OBR) – ladle turn-around table with a liquid steel to set the ladles on turnaround continuous steel casting towers (WO1, WO2, WO3);
– (CCM 1, CCM 2, CCM 3) – three continuous steel casting aggregates, CCM
1 and CCM 2 for rounds and billets casting, and CCM 3 for slabs casting for
external receivers.
In the Figure 4 other feedstock material flows were presented, such as
feedstock strap, loose material, including ferroalloys and lime preparation in
Maerz furnaces. Possible relations between particular devices of the technological lines (SPD) and basic parameters of those devices, were presented in
the figure.

Fig. 3. Scheme of technological processes and material flow in Furnaces Department (BF)
Rys. 3. Schemat procesów technologicznych i przepływu materiałów w wydziale Wielkich Pieców (WP)
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Fig. 4. Scheme of technological processes and material flow in Steel Production Department (SPD)
Rys. 4. Schemat procesów technologicznych i przepływu materiałów w Zakładzie Produkcji Stali (ZPS)

On the scheme of the Steel Production Department all possible transitions between technological line devices were shown, particularly concerning transitions
between oxygen converters from off-furnace processing to continuous casting
aggregates. Semi products are mainly transmitted to other concern facilities, but
also to external receivers and two rolling mill houses of hot final products.
Figure 5 shows the scheme of thick profiles hot-rolled rolling mill house
technological line (RM I) with productivity of 1,2 millions [tones/year]. The
rolling mill house produces five groups of rolled sections described as y1, …, y5
in the figure, which can be produced in the range of 120 profile dimensions.
Technical parameters of main devices of the technological line were presented.
Figure 6 presents the scheme of rolling mill house (RM II) with the hot rolled
profiles productivity of 0,815 millions [tones/year]. The rolling mill house produces
4 groups of sections described in the picture as: x1, …, x4, which can be produced in
the number of 120 profile dimensions. In the picture there were also shown the technical parameters of main devices of the technological line.
The number of hot rolled final products, profile dimensions (together about
240), in both rolling mill houses is so high, that the orders receiving and grouping
system must be computerized, which allows to plan the production to shorten the
order realization time and to fully use the productive abilities of the whole technological system.

Fig. 5. Scheme of technological processes and material flow in rolling mill house I (RM I)
Rys. 5. Schemat procesów technologicznych i przepływu materiałów w Walcowni I (WL I)
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Fig. 6. Scheme of technological processes and material flow in Rolling mill house (RM II)
Rys. 6. Schemat procesów technologicznych i przepływu materiałów w Walcowni II (WL II)
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Fig. 7. Scheme of material flow and production in main departments of steel mill
Rys. 7. Schemat przepływu materiałów i produkcji w głównych wydziałach huty surowcowej
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4. Quantitive research of production flow in the steel mill
On the basis of statistic research conducted in various phases of production
in the researched steel mill, there were an algorithm evolved, which enables to
calculate material and raw material demand for production process of ordered
final products realization. Figure 7 presents an algorithm, where final rolled
products were marked as RM I sections’ groups (y1, ..., y5) and RM II sections’
groups (x1, ..., x4), and CCM aggregates continuous ingots for external receivers,
and continuous ingots for other receivers of the concern's branches. Yeilds’
values for particular phases of the production process allow to calculate at any
time a demand for a half-product from any device with strictly assessed final
product demand. In the figure 7 all possible transfers between continuous steel
casting aggregates in Steel Production Department and final products of RM I
and RM II rolling mill houses were shown. According to the analysis, halfproducts for RM II are delivered only from CCM 1 and CCM 2, while for RM I,
from all three aggregates and there is only a few percent of products from CCM 3.
CCM 3 aggregate works mainly for other branches of the concern and for outer
receivers. CCM 3 aggregate produces slabs, which are half-products for hotrolled sheets, and this kind of rolling mill house was not analyzed.
5. Summary
Analysis and technological processes course identification in the steel mill,
and data concerning main devices of particular departments, will enable to conduct the further detailed research about material flow and specific processes
time of realization. Firstly, Steel Production Department ought to be analysed,
due to the fact that its continuous steel casting aggregates determine the work of
the Rest of the devices. Moreover, Furnaces Department also ought to be analysed, because it is responsible for delivering the set amount of crude iron in the
set time. Furnaces’ survivability is influence with the proper exploitation. The
length of exploitation influences the fixed costs, and the steel mill earning capacity in the same time. The detailed analysis of hot departments’ work will
allow to prepare the scheduling system for the most complicated part of steel
mill work. Production planning and scheduling of this steel mill production system requires giving consideration to many factors. Scheduling process for short
periods of time is complicated, but only some elements of technological processes have to be taken into account. Issues connected with devices’ different
exploitation times in the technological process also need to be taken into consideration while long term scheduling.
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Analiza przepływu materiałów w hucie stali w celu określenia parametrów eksploatacji
urządzeń ciągu technologicznego

Streszczenie
Huta surowcowa stali jest bardzo skomplikowanym systemem produkcyjnym pod względem
realizowanej technologii, pracującym w systemie pracy ciągłej. Dotyczy to w szczególności wydziałów gorących, takich jak wielkie piece i stalownia. Eksploatowane w tych wydziałach urządzenia podlegają bardzo ścisłym reżimom technologicznym. Wszelkie odchylenia od optymalnych
parametrów eksploatacji tych urządzeń i powodują nieodwracalne uszkodzenia skutkujące skróceniem czasu ich pracy. Szczególnie dotyczy to wielkich pieców, które mogą pracować nawet kilkanaście lub kilka lat w przypadku, kiedy często w okresie eksploatacji jest ograniczana ich normalna zdolność produkcyjna. Dlatego też planowanie i harmonogramowanie produkcji w hucie surowcowej jest zagadnieniem niezwykle istotnym dla optymalnej eksploatacji urządzeń, a jednocześnie bardzo trudnym ze względu na specyfikę produkcji. Takie prowadzenie procesu technologicznego wymusza dostarczanie w ściśle określonym czasie odpowiedniej ilości półproduktów
o ustalonych parametrach, do kolejnych urządzeń ciągu technologicznego. Nadrzędnymi urządzeniami w ciągu technologicznym są agregaty ciągłego odlewania stali, do których musi być dostarczana ciekła stal o określonych parametrach, szczególnie w zakresie jej temperatury i w określonym przez harmonogram produkcji czasie. Do optymalizacji procesu harmonogramowania należy
przyjąć jako kryterium maksymalizację ilości odlanych bez przerwy w sekwencji wytopów stali
z pieców stalowniczych.
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Abstract
Internal combustion engines are the basic units for the power train of mobile machines, which are
most often self-ignition engines. For several decades special weight is being put to ecological properties of machines, above all, to the pollutant emission from internal combustion engines. For this reason, it is necessary to develop a research method of the pollutant emission from internal combustion
engines. Properties of internal combustion engines are strongly sensitive of work’s static states and
the dynamic state occurrences. Particularly, the pollutant emission is strongly sensitive. From these
reasons, for the purpose of the evaluation of operation properties for internal combustion engines in
real working conditions, it is necessary to examine engine work conditions. The description of engine
working conditions, in the stabilised thermal engine state, are in the form of the following processes:
the engine speed and torque, which have been implemented in the paper. Demonstration tests, applied
for the homological research of pollutant emission from internal combustion engines have been described with the static test – ECE R 49 and the dynamic test – ETC.
A way of appointing static states of an engine for dynamic working engine conditions has been
presented. A two–dimensional histogram of static engine working states has been appointed for the
ETC test. Empirical research of the static engine working states for a caterpillar bulldozer has been
carried out. The engine steering and the engine speed have been recorded. The static states of the
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engine work have been examined in the condition of real engine work. One–dimensional and two–
dimensional histograms of the engine work states have been examined. A low compliance of the
two dimensional histogram of engine work states with the standard static test has been stated for
research of construction machine engines.

1. Introduction
Engines with spontaneous combustion are universally used as propulsion
means for heavy construction machines. Among numerous properties of combustion engines, for many years, much importance has been attached to their ecological properties. The demands made on combustion engines on the part of
environment protection are currently becoming a distinguishing feature of their
quality, particular importance being attached to emission of pollutants harmful
for people’s health and for the environment.
The knowledge of ecological properties of combustion engines with respect
to pollutant emission is required for three main reasons.
The first reason is the necessity to qualify combustion engines introduced
into commercial traffic and use with respect to their properties of affecting the
environment, which is accomplished by homologation procedures permitting the
statement that a product complies with formal requirements [1].
The second reason for checking pollution from combustion engines is the necessity of knowing their ecological properties in conditions corresponding to real
operation, which is necessary for estimating the effect of combustion engines on
the environment, particularly for stocktaking pollution emissions from various
sources in civilisation. Numerous countries are obliged to perform pollution emission stocktaking, including Poland, on the strength of international agreements,
inter alia within the range of the European CORINAIR programme (Coordinated
Information on the Environment in the European Community) [2, 3].
The third reason is bound with the possibility of objective assessment of
methods of improving the properties of combustion engines with regard to pollutant emission; therefore, it is necessary to work out methods of examining
pollutant emission from combustion engines in conditions corresponding to real
operation, which permits the assessment of these engines’ properties in their
specific operating conditions [2, 4, 5–9].
2. Description of operating conditions of combustion engines
For the assessment of operational properties of combustion engines, procedures are used containing static or dynamic research tests [1, 2, 4–24].
Static tests are carried out in static conditions of the engine’s work; whereas, dynamic tests in dynamic conditions. Static conditions of the engine’s work
are described by static processes, which are independent of time, or are constant
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in the area of time, within the range of frequencies considered as corresponding
to the work processes of the object of cognition [2, 5, 6, 12, 25]. All other processes are dynamic ones, i.e. dependent on time, variable in the area of time.
The operational properties of a combustion engine depend on its working
state. Since it is a thermal machine, its working state is determined in dynamic
conditions by value courses characterising its functioning intensity and thermal
state [1, 2, 7, 9, 21].
The engine's thermal state, the intensity of its loading, operator's engine steering value could be recognised as the values described by the engine's state.
The operator's engine steering value comprehends as a value that is determinate by the operator's influence on the engine. It could be an acceleration
pedal's position in the engine applications or, in the others, it could be a lever
position. Operator's engine steering, in the spark ignition engines, depends on
the cylinders' volumetric efficiency, in consequence, by its load and engine speed, on the air–fuel mixture ratio, ignition advance angle, exhaust gas recirculation ratio and more. In the diesel engines, operator's engine steering is based on
the change of the fuel charge size injected into the cylinders with control function regards.
The intensity of an engine’s functioning may be described by its speed and
the value characterising its load, mostly its torque or BMEP (Brake Mean Effective Pressure); less frequently, in spark ignition engines, by vacuum pressure in
the inlet system. For the purposes of this work, the engine’s torque is accepted
as the measure of its load. The engine’s thermal state is determined by a temperature set of the engine’s parts and by its operational factors; the temperature of
the cooling liquid or engine oil can usually be accepted as a parameter of the
engine’s thermal state [1, 2, 7, 9, 21]. In thermally stable conditions, it can be
assumed that the engine’s speed and torque determine the engine’s operational
properties, pollutant emission included.
In static conditions, the properties of a combustion engine depend on its
operating conditions in a functional way [2, 5, 6, 12]. In dynamic conditions, the
properties of a combustion engine depend on its operating conditions produced
by the operator [2, 5, 6, 12], so the properties are characteristic only for the conditions of their determination.
In static conditions, in a thermally stabilised state, the connection between
torque, engine speed, and steering of the engine by the operator “s” is of functional character [2, 5, 6, 10–13]:

M e = f sn (s, n )

(1)

s = f M e n (M e , n )

(2)

or
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or
n = f sM e (s, M e )

(3)

Static tests for research on combustion engines are determined by the values of phase coordinates at points on the plane: engine speed, torque and shares
(weight coefficients) of these phases in the whole tests. Dynamic tests are determined by the courses of speed and torque. In connection with functional dependencies (1 - 3), operating conditions in tests can also be determined by the
knowledge of the pairs: torque speed and engine steering speed.
Traditionally static research tests are applied for examining the operational
properties of these engines by mapping the engine’s operating conditions in
accordance with the assumed criteria [2, 5–7, 9–16, 21]. There are two main
reasons for a universal development of static research methods for spontaneous–
ignition engines. The first reason is that static engine research methods are
much easier to apply than dynamic ones [1, 2, 5–7, 9, 10, 17]. Equipment requirements for engine test benches are small for static methods; whereas, the performance of dynamic tests requires the application of advanced steering systems, and in the case of simulating operating conditions with negative torque
(braking the engine), applying brakes permitting engine propulsion. The second
reason is that the operational properties of self–ignition engines are less sensitive to the occurrence of dynamic work states than in the case of an engine with
spark ignition [2, 5, 6, 10, 17, 19].
The first static research tests of self–ignition engines were prepared to assess pollutant emission, and it was a 13–phase test in accordance with regulation
49 of the United Nations Economic Commission for Europe (UN ECE), marked
as ECE R 49 [1, 2].
For a working state description of combustion engines, the concepts of relative values are introduced in the tests, including engine speed and torque, which
refer to the values on the external speed characteristic of the engine [2, 7–10,
13, 22].
The relative engine speed equals [2, 7–10, 13, 22]:

nw =

n − n bj
n N − n bj

where: n – engine speed,
nbj – minimal engine speed of idle running,
nN – rated engine speed.

(4)
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Relative torque for engine speed n is related to torque on the external speed
characteristic for the same speed [2, 7–10, 13, 22]:

M ew =

M e (n )
M ez (n )

(5)

where: Me(n) – torque for engine speed n,
Mez(n) – torque on external speed characteristic for engine speed n.
Figure 1 presents a 13–phase ECE R 49 test.
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Fig. 1. Test ECE R 49 (circle surface areas are proportional to the share in particular test phases)
Rys. 1. Test ECE R 49 (pola powierzchni kół proporcjonalne do udziałów poszczególnych faz
w teście)

Numerous tests for researching engines of applications other than for cars
are derived from the 13–phase test, inter alia in accordance with ISO 8178–4
standard [20], and also tests applied in the United States of America [ 1, 2, 10,
17, 19].
Apart from static tests, dynamic tests have been developed, especially in recent years. The first dynamic tests for researching combustion engines were
introduced in the United States in 1985: HDDTT – Heavy Duty Diesel Transient
Test and HDGTT – Heavy Duty Gasoline Transient Test [1, 2, 10, 17, 19]. In
Europe, the first dynamic tests were introduced in 2000: ETC test (European
Transient Cycle) for researching pollutant emission and ELR (European Load
Response) for researching exhaust smoke [1]. Moreover, a dynamic test for researching engines of applications other than cars was prepared in the United
States, the NRTC (Non Road Transient Cycle), later adapted in the European
Union. Additionally, tests for researching combustion engines of selected categories of construction machines are prepared at the US EPA (Environment Protection Agency) [9].
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The synthesis of static tests is based on the working conditions of a combustion engine during its real exploitation, determined by the processes of engine
speed, torque and engine steering [1, 2, 5–7, 9–16, 21, 22].
Let the process executions of engine speed, torque, and engine steering be
represented in the form of functions:

n = f n (t )

(6)

M e = f Me (t )

(7)

s = f s (t )

(8)
Sets of the engine’s static states correspond to courses (6 - 8) on planes n –
Me, s – Me and s – n:

M e = f n − M e (n )

(9)

M e = f s − M e (s )

(10)

s = f n − s (n )

(11)
In relative coordinates, the sets of the engine’s static states are described by
the the following dependencies:

M ew = f n w − M ew (n w )

(12)

M ew = f s − M ew (s )

(13)

s = f nw − s (n w )

(14)

The characteristic constituting the most complete description of combustion
engine working static states is the total probability density of processes [1, 2, 5–
7, 9–16, 21, 22]:
engine speed – torque,
engine steering – engine speed,
engine steering – torque.
To describe the operating conditions of combustion engines, the share of
the engine static states – h can also be used [1].
The share of engine static states can be characterised by the total probability density of the processes mentioned. For instance, for the pair, relative engine
speed and relative torque, the share of engine static states is defined as a dependence [2, 9, 10, 21]:
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φ ij
∆M ew ⋅ ∆n w

(15)

φij – discrete total probability density of processes: Mew(t) and nw(t)
Mew – quantization interval of relative torque value Mew,
nw – quantization interval of relative engine speed nw.

Thus, the sum of engine work state shares equals 1.
K L

∑∑ h ij = 1

i =1 j=1

(16)

where: K – number of states of relative engine speed,
L – number of states of relative torque.
The share of engine states is a relative histogram of values describing this state.
Figure 2 presents the example of an ETC test and, for this test, it is in all relative coordinates for engine speed–torque. Figure 3 presents a set of engine
static states, and Fig. 4 presents the share of engine static states without taking
account of the work points with negative torque.
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Fig. 2. ETC Test (European Transient Cycle)
Rys. 2. Test ETC (European Transient Cycle)
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Fig. 3. Set of engine static states in relative coordinates engine speed – torque in ETC test
Rys. 3. Zbiór stanów statycznych silnika we współrzędnych względnych prędkość obrotowa –
moment obrotowy w teście ETC
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Fig. 4. Share of engine static states in relative coordinates for engine speed – torque in an ETC test
without taking account of work points with negative torque
Rys. 4. Udział stanów statycznych silnika we współrzędnych względnych prędkość obrotowa –
moment obrotowy w teście ETC bez uwzględnienia punktów pracy o ujemnych momentach
obrotowych

In real conditions of operating combustion engines of both cars and other
applications [2, 4–6, 24], the shares of static states usually considerably deviate
from those resulting from homologation tests: European ETC and American
HDDTT [2, 7, 9, 10, 17, 21].
Research on combustion engine working states in conditions of real operation of a caterpillar bulldozer
The object of empirical research was the TD–15M caterpillar bulldozer, produced by Stalowa Wola S.A., propelled by Cummins 6C8.3 engine. It is a 6–cylinder
engine with compression ignition, capacity 8.3 dm3, rated effective power 153 kW
with engine speed 1950 min–1. Idle–run engine speed equals 750 min–1.
Empirical research was conducted at HSW S.A. testing site. It consists of
a the working site with adequate conditions of real working conditions for earthmoving machinery. The tests were carried out on this part of the testing site with
two working modes: one with a blade and one with a ripper. Analyses shown in
this paper concern the blade-working mode. Figure 5 presents the recorded of
engine steering and speed, and Fig. 6 presents engine steering and relative speed.
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Fig. 5. Engine speed and steering
Rys. 5. Przebieg prędkości obrotowej i sterowania silnika
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Fig. 6. Relative engine speed and steering
Rys. 6. Przebieg względnej prędkości obrotowej i sterowania silnika

For the analysed courses of relative engine speed and steering, the static
state of the engine’s work without taking account of working points with negative torque has been presented in Fig. 7. Figure 8 presents the corresponding
share of the engine’s static states.
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Fig. 7. Set of engine static states in coordinates for relative engine speed – steering without taking
account the working points with negative torque
Rys. 7. Zbiór stanów statycznych silnika we współrzędnych względna prędkość obrotowa – sterowanie bez uwzględnienia punktów pracy o ujemnych momentach obrotowych
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Fig. 8. Share of engine static states in coordinates for relative engine speed – steering without
taking account of work points with negative torque
Rys. 8. Udział stanów statycznych silnika we współrzędnych względna prędkość obrotowa – sterowanie bez uwzględnienia punktów pracy o ujemnych momentach obrotowych

There is a marked high share of static states with high values of engine steering and relative torque. The one–dimensional process histograms of relative
engine speed (Fig. 9) and engine steering (Fig. 10) confirm the high share of
static work states with high load and high speed.
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Fig. 9. Histogram of the relative engine speed process
Rys. 9. Histogram procesu względnej prędkości obrotowej
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Fig. 10. Histogram of the engine steering process
Rys. 10. Histogram procesu sterowania silnika

It is interesting to compare the identified operating states of the combustion
engine working in the typical conditions of a caterpillar bulldozer in a research
test, according to ISO 8178–4 standard. Test C1 corresponds to the engine of a
caterpillar bulldozer designed for off–road vehicles and mobile off–road machines propelled by self–ignition engines – Fig. 11.
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Fig. 11. Type C1 test (circle surface areas are proportional to the share in particular test phases)
Rys. 11. Test typu C1 (pola powierzchni kół proporcjonalne do udziałów poszczególnych
faz w teście)

It is clearly visible that test C1 resembles only in a small degree the engine
operating conditions identified as a result of conducted empirical research. This
conclusion is also confirmed by the results of the engine’s operating conditions
with different loads on the caterpillar bulldozer engine, not published in the
present work, which shows the necessity for researching working states of combustion engines in construction machines in conditions of real exploitation.
3. Recapitulation

The statement validation method in the various engine applications was described in this paper. The example the test results of the bulldozer engine state
test were shown. These results were chosen among of many others that concerned the other working mode with the ripper. The tests were done in the engine
static state equivalent to the real load dynamic state. These tests make a synthesis of the static engine state possible. The engine steering value and the speed
were defined as the chart coordinates. Probability distribution of the engine
state, as the engine steering value, engine speed and two-dimensional (engine
speed and steering value) histograms were shown. It attaches importance to twodimensional engine state histograms in the synthesis of the static tests. They
have been used to correlate static tests with the probability of the engine state
that is similar to real conditions [2, 6, 7, 9, 10, 13, 17, 19, 21].
The sensibility of the engine states histograms for the individual tests, and
particularly for the various working modes of the earthmoving machines, is affirmed by the results of conducted tests. This indicates the advisability of stati-
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stically treating the problem of marking the states representative of the work of
the engine for use in working machine engines [7, 9, 10, 14, 20, 23, 24].
The valuation of the occurrence of the influences of the dynamic states of
the engine on its proprieties is the other problem.
It is reasonable to assume that the engine’s dynamic states applies to pollution emission [2, 6, 10, 17, 19]
The dynamic tests synthesis to the investigation of combustion engines consists in the exact simulation in the time domain values describing the engine
states or on the synthesis of the time domain courses of these values on the basis
of the similarity of the characteristics of the test and the real engine state.
Also, in dynamic test synthesis, it is necessary to use the statistical approach with the aim of assuring a representation of the test and the real conditions.
The tests and an example of results were presented in the work and show
the sensibility of the combustion engine states on its working conditions and
also on the essential differences of the real states of the work and standard tests
that applied to the valuation of the proprieties of this kind of engine. This conclusion confirms the advisability of developing the subject matter of the identification of the states of the work of combustion engines under various modes of
use with the aim of working out the methods of investigations of these engines
in approximate conditions – in the measure of the possibility – to the conditions
of the real use of the engines in various machinery and devices.
It is known from operational and research practice, and also from theoretical knowledge [2], that the properties of combustion engines are strongly sensitive both to static and dynamic states of work, with particularly strong sensitivity to operating conditions of combustion engines taking place in the case of
pollutant emission; therefore, in research on the operational properties of combustion engines, it is necessary to take into consideration of their real operating
conditions, which is why the rich experiences of methods of research on the
operational properties of car combustion engines are usually insufficient to prepare research methods for combustion engines of other applications – a situation
like this occurring in the case of combustion engines of construction machines.
The large variety of operating conditions of combustion engines for construction
machines requires a statistical approach to the problem, which could provide a
rational basis for a synthesis of research tests, corresponding to conditions of
real exploitation of these engines.
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Identyfikacja statycznych stanów pracy silnika spalinowego w warunkach rzeczywistego
użytkowania maszyny roboczej

Streszczenie
Podstawowym środkiem napędu mobilnych maszyn roboczych są silniki spalinowe, najczęściej o zapłonie samoczynnym. Od kilkudziesięciu lat szczególną wagę przykłada się do ekologicznych właściwości maszyn, przede wszystkim do emisji zanieczyszczeń z silników spalinowych. Z tego powodu istnieje konieczność rozwijania metod badań emisji zanieczyszczeń z silników spalinowych. Właściwości silników spalinowych są silnie wrażliwe na stany statyczne pracy
oraz na występowanie stanów dynamicznych. Szczególnie silna wrażliwość zachodzi w wypadku
emisji zanieczyszczeń. Z tych powodów – w celu oceny właściwości użytkowych silników spalinowych w warunkach ich rzeczywistej eksploatacji konieczne jest badanie warunków pracy silników. W pracy formalnie wprowadzono sposoby opisu warunków pracy silników spalinowych –
w ustabilizowanym stanie cieplnym – w postaci procesów: prędkości obrotowej i momentu obrotowego. Opisano przykładowe testy, stosowane do badań kwalifikacyjnych emisji zanieczyszczeń
z silników spalinowych: statyczny – ECE R 49 i dynamiczny ETC.
Przedstawiono sposób wyznaczania stanów statycznych silnika, odpowiadających dynamicznym warunkom jego pracy na przykładzie testu ETC. Wyznaczono dwuwymiarowy histogram statycznych stanów pracy silnika w teście ETC. Dla spycharki gąsienicowej wykonano badania empiryczne stanów pracy silnika spalinowego. Zarejestrowano przebiegi sterowania silnika
oraz prędkości obrotowej. Zbadano statyczne stany pracy w warunkach odpowiadających rzeczywistemu użytkowaniu. Zbadano rozkłady procesów stanów pracy silnika: jednowymiarowe i dwuwymiarowe. Stwierdzono małą zgodność dwuwymiarowego histogramu stanów pracy silnika ze
standardowym testem statycznym do badania silników maszyn roboczych.
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Abstract
This paper presents a method for the creation of diagnostic information of a technical object on
the basis of a functional and diagnostic analysis, with the use of three-value logic diagnostic information. Also, a general diagram of the complex technical object was presented, and its internal structure
was described. A diagnostic analysis was conducted, as a result of which sets of the functional elements of the object and its diagnostic signals were determined. Also, the methodology of the diagnostic examination of the technical system was presented. The result was a functional and diagnostic
model, which constituted the basis for initial diagnostic information, which is provided by the sets of
information concerning the elements of the basic modules and their output signals.
The theoretical results obtained in the present study were verified in practice on the example of
a complex and reparable technical object, which is a car engine. It belongs to the group of technical equipment for which a short time of shutdowns is required (an ineffective use of the object).

1. Introduction

The technical state of the object at a given time of use determines the possibilities of the realisation of its required functions. It is determined by a subset
of its physical properties [1, 2, 4], which describe a given object. For practical
*
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reasons, to the states of the object in the diagnosing process, numerical values
are assigned, which depend from the logics of the classification of the states
applied. For divalent logics, these are states from set {1, 0}, where “1” is the
operational state, and “0” is the non-operational state. For the trivalent assessment of the classification of states [4, 5], to the states of the object, states
marked with the values from set {2, 1, 0} were assigned, where “2” – the state
of full operation, “1” – the state of incomplete usability, and “0” – the state of
non-operation (defect).
Repairable technical objects for which a short time of their shutdown is required (radar systems, aeroplanes, etc.) are frequently equipped with specialist
adjustment systems, which reconstruct their functional functions to the nominal
level. An adjustment system of the object’s functionality functions (Fig. 1) is a
sophisticated system of the regeneration of the object, which includes the following subsystems: diagnosis and maintenance. The purpose of the diagnostic
system is current and constant recognition (monitoring) of the state of the object. The maintenance subsystem regenerates an object in the states of shutdown
through a reconstruction of its functionality properties to the nominal level. An
adjustment system presented in this manner (Fig. 1) can perform its function, if
such a diagnostic system has been developed that will recognise the object’s
states in the values of trivalent logics {2, 1, 0}. A diagram of the above-mentioned
process of the control of the operation process [1, 7, 8, 9, 10] by the system of
adjustment of the object’s functionality function is presented in Fig. 1.
A functional and diagnostic analysis constitutes the basis for the designing
of every maintenance system of any technical object. The result is information
obtained about the object, including usability, diagnostic, functional, special
maintenance, and any other data.
influance/interaction
operation
Fc

maintenance
The expert
knowledge base
ME(ei,j)

The object to
repairing

Fc

Repairing of
object
Fc

Fc
Measurment
module
[X(ei,j)] [X(w)(ei,j)]
ANN
module
diagnostic module

where: X(ei,j) – diagnostic signal in jth element of ith set; X(w)(ei,j) – model signal for X(ei,j) signal;
FC – function of the use of the object.
Fig. 1. Diagram of the operation process for the technical object utilising an artificial neural network
Rys. 1. Schemat systemu obsługiwania technicznego obiektu wykorzystującego sztuczną sieć neuronową
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2. Method of functional and diagnostic analysis of a technical object

Determination of the maintenance function of a technical object can occur
on the basis of a functional and diagnostic analysis. A diagnostic study of a
technical object is the domain of the reliability theory, diagnostics, and the operation of technical objects. The issue of the determination of maintenance information is a complex process. This process begins with the recognition of the
properties of the object in question, the nature of its work, and the development
of its functional and diagnostic (maintenance) model.
It is only on a further stage that the object’s diagnostic structure is determined, which constitutes the object’s internal structure including a diagnostic
description. The final state of this process is the obtained internal structure of
the object, which is adapted to the realisation of the maintenance (prophylactic)
process. The issue of the diagnostic study of a complex technical object described in [1, 2, 3, 4] constitutes the basis of the process of the location of defects and an assessment of the object’s state.
The idea of a diagnostic study comes down to an analysis and study (transformation) of the internal and functional structure of the object, the effect of
which is the obtaining of its diagnostic structure [1, 2, 3, 5]. The final effect of
this process is the criterion of an optimal programme of the control of the state
or location of defects. It is convenient to conduct a diagnostic analysis of a
given object by using its previously constructed functional model, which reflects
it usability, functions, and any other properties. As a result, a set of diagnostic
information will be determined concerning the object’s state and its basic (constructional) elements. Such a form of the set of diagnostic information constitutes the basis for the organisation of an optimal maintenance system. The proposed model of an organisation of the maintenance system will be feasible if the
diagnosis of the object is realised in a trivalent assessment of states.
The basis of all the actions undertaken by the user in connection with a
technical object, such as diagnosing and operation, is the diagnostic information
determined. Most frequently, it is obtained through an examination of the state,
an analysis of its model, and an observation of the real operational process of an
object of a given class. The most commonly used and convenient form of the
presentation of an object in the process of a diagnostic study is its functional
model. During the preparation of the functional model of the object, the following should be taken into consideration: the object’s functional diagram, the
working principle of the object, its purpose, as well as the depth of the penetration into the object’s structure in the process of location of defects, etc.
The technical object {O} used for tests in the present study is a reparable complex technical object of an analogue class. While preparing a diagnostic model of
this class of an object, its internal structure was divided into four levels of the maintenance structure (Fig. 2): level one: object {O}, level two: assemblies (in object
{O}), level three: subassemblies (in each assembly {Ei}), level four: modules-basic
elements (in each subassembly, of each assembly of the object).
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e1

x1,1

e1,1

Y1

x2,1

E1

e1,2

e1

e1

e2,1

Y2

x2,1

e3,1

e2,2

E2

e1

Y3

Measurement of knowledge base of the object

x1,2

x3,1

E3

x2,2

e4,1
E4

x2,1

e3,2

x3,2

X4,1

Vector of initial diagnostic signals {X(ei,j)}
X(e1,1)
...
X(ei,j)
...
X(ei,J)
X(e1,1)
...
X(e1,j)
...
X(e1,J)
...
...
M
M
M
X(ei,1)
...
X(ei,j)
...
∅
...
...
M
M
M
X(eI,1)
...
X(eI,j)
...
X(eI,J)

Structure of the object

Analysis of the object

where: Ei – ijth functional assembly in the object, ei – j jth subassembly or functional element in
a given assembly, Y1,2,3 – input signals in the object.
Fig. 2. Functional and diagnostic model of the object
Rys. 2. Model funkcjonalno-diagnostyczny obiektu

The first level of the maintenance structure of the object is constituted by the
object itself. It is a set of functional assemblies {Ei}. The assemblies of the object
constitute the second level of the object’s maintenance structure, while each of
them is a set of operation subassemblies. Subassemblies in assemblies constitute
the third level of the object’s maintenance structure. The lowest level, i.e. the
fourth level of the structure, is constituted by the basic elements: modules.
As the basic element – modules, the smallest distinguished (as a result of
the division) functional element in the object on the output where there occurs at
least one diagnostic signal is defined. If there is a larger number of signals on
the output of a given element, then one generalised signal is determined. There
is a rule in the present study that, to each element of the object, only one diagnostic signal is assigned.
Each functional subassembly of the object consists of basic elements, which
are the smallest and indivisible functional element in the object. It was assumed
in the paper that such an element is understood as a basic element in the object
where there is an output (diagnostic) signal on its output. If object {O} has been
divided into i structural levels, and in each of them, there are j basic elements,
then each of the object’s structural levels constitutes a set of operating elements
{ei,j}, which was presented in the form of the following dependence:

{O} ⇒ ({Ei } ⇒ {e j }) = {ei , j }

(1)

where: {O} – object’s internal structure, ⇒ – relation of result (division), Ei – ith
functional assembly of the object, ej – jth subassembly in ith assembly of the
object, {ei,j} – set of basic elements in the object (structure of the object).
The division of the object’s internal structure {ei,j} accepted in the paper
explicitly defines the depth of penetration into this structure. The accepted division is considered to be sufficient if we distinguish the basic module-element in
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the structure of the object. One of the purposes of the functional-diagnostic
analysis is the determination of the object’s state. The object’s state is determined on the basis of an examination of the set of output (diagnostic) signals
{X(ei,j)}(Table 1) [1, 5, 6]. The set of its functional elements {ei,j} determined
during a diagnostic study of the object constitutes the basis for the list included
in the table of a set of diagnostic signals (Table 1).
Table 1. Table of object’s input diagnostic signals
Tablica 1. Tablica wejściowych sygnałów diagnostycznych obiektu
Object

O

Level of
object Ei

Vector of initial diagnostic signals {X(ei,j)}
X(e1,1)

...

X(ei,j)

...

X(ei,J)

E1

X(e1,1)

Ei

X(ei,1)

...
...
...
...
...

X(e1,J)

M

...
...
...
...
...

X(e1,j)

M
M

M

EI

X(eI,1)

M

X(ei,j)
M

X(eI,j)

M

X(ei,J)
M

X(eI,J)

where: X(ei,j) – diagnostic signal of jth element in ith assembly.

For this purpose, on the basis of the object’s diagnostic model (Fig. 1), an
optimum number of check paths is determined. Each check (di) covers a certain
set of elements (ej) in a given assembly (Ei), which means that a subset of elements {ej ε Ei} is assigned to diagnostic check (di); therefore, the check path is
determined, which is described with the following dependence:

∀ (d i a 〉 e j 〈 d i ) ; e j ∈ Ei

d i ∈D
i =1, I

(2)

where: a - assignment relation, → - relation of result, 〉 e j 〈 d i - subset of basic
elements (ei,j) covered by check di.
The process of the determination of the technical state of the functional
elements and of the whole object consists in the measurement of the properties
of each signal, and in a comparison of the measurement results obtained, with
the properties of their model signals X(w)i,j. In the process of diagnosing of technical object, there is a rule according to which the distinguished signal must be
compared with the model in order to check it. If, during an examination of the
object, nominal kth properties of input signals (Table 1) is guaranteed, then the
object’s output signal characterises its state [1, 2, 4. 5, 6]. As a result of the di-
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agnostic analysis, a set of checks available {D} in the object was obtained in an
analytical form.

(

)

D = {di } → X i , j ⇔ ∀ di a〉 e j 〈 di ; e j ∈ Ei
d i ∈D
i =1, I

3)

In order to assess the signal tested, one must compare it with the model. In
the diagnostic practice of objects, simpler checking is used, which consists in
establishing whether the values of output signals are within the range of their
admissible or boundary changes. Result Di of check di depends of the state of

〉e 〈d

elements (ei,j) in path j i . Diagnostic decision rules [5, 7, 8, 9, 10] for a
trivalent assessment of the object’s states were presented in the form of the following dependence:

(( ( ) ) ( ( ( ) ) ))

(4)

(( ( ) ) ( ( ( ) ) ))

(5)

((ε (e ) = 2 ) ⇔ (D (ε (e ) = 2 ) = 2 ))

(6)

∃ ε ei, j = 0 ⇔ Di ε ei, j = 0 = 0

e j∈Ei

∀ ε ei, j = 1 ⇔ Di ε ei, j = 1 = 1

e j ∈Ei

∀

e j ∈Ei

i, j

i

i, j

where: (ε(ei,j)) = 0 – non-operational state of element (ei,j); (ε(ei,j)) = 1 – state of
incomplete usability of element (ei,j);(ε(ei,j)) = 2 – state of non-operation
of element (ei,j); (Di(ε(ei,j) = 0) – result of check with non-operational
element (ei,j); (Di(ε(ei,j) = 1) – result of check with an incompletely operating element (ei,j); (Di(ε(ei,j) = 2) – result of check with an operational
element (ei,j).

The results of the object’s diagnosis obtained from the relations (4, 5, 6) are
presented in Table 2.
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Table 2. Table of object’s states
Tablica 2. Tablica stanów obiektu
State of
object

State of
module
W(ε(E1))

W(ε(O))

Vector of states of elementary components {ei,j}
...
...
ε(e1,1)
ε(ei,j)
ε(ei,J)
...
...
W(ε(e1,1))
W(ε(e1,j))
W(ε(e1,J))
...
...
M
M
M
...
...
W(ε(ei,1))
W(ε(ei,j))
∅
...
...
M
M
M
...
...
W(ε(eI,1))
W(ε(eI,j))
W(ε(eI,J))

M

W(ε(Ei))
M

W(ε(EI))

where: W(ε(ei,j)) – value of state assessment logics for jth element within ith module (from the set of the accepted
three-value logic of states’ assessment) – {2, 1, 0}), ∅ – symbol complementing the size of table.

3.

Determination of the diagnostic information on the basis of
a functional and diagnostic analysis of a technical object
on the example of a car engine

The method for the expert knowledge base determination presented will be verified on the example of a reparable technical object, which is an analogue controller
unit for combustion automotive engine with its peripheries. Research set-up was
developed on the basis of a spark ignition engine with multi-point injection MPF1.
The object was subject to a diagnostic development, as a result of which, a functional-diagnostic diagram was developed. In the example, an object was used whose
internal structure (Fig. 3) is composed of seven modules (E1, E2,…, E7) (Tab. 2), and
each one of them, up to five elements, were distinguished [1, 4].
e1,1
E1

X(e1,1)

e1,2

X(e1,2)

e1,3

X(e1,3)

e1,4

X(e1,4)

e1,5

e4,2

from engine
X(e1,5)

e4,1

ECU

e2,1

X(e2,1)

e2,2

Engine
X(e3,1)

e3,2

ECU

E4

X(e3,2)

e5,1

X(e5,1)

e5,2

ECU

e5,3
ECU

E5

X(e3,3)

e3,1

ECU
X(e4,1)

X(e2,2)

E2

ECU

X(e4,2)

ECU

e3,3
E3

e7,1

e6,1

X(e6,1)

e6,2

ECU

E6

E7

where: E1 – ignition module: e1,1 – automotive alternator, e1,2 – voltage regulator, e1,3 – battery, e1,4 – coil ignition, e1,5 –
sparking plug; E2 – fuelling module: e2,1 – fuel tank ventilation valve, e2,2 – fuel injector; E3 – air-feeding module: e3,1 – air
flow meter, e3,2 – throttle position sensor, e3,3 – idle run position controller; E4 – starting circuit: e4,1 – combustion knocking
sensor e4,2 – coolant temperature sensor; E5 – power supply circuit: e5,1 – oxygen sensor (1), e5,2 – catalyser, e5,3 - oxygen
sensor (2); E6 – engine block: e6,1 – crank shaft position sensor, e6,2 – EGR valve: E7 – e7,1 electronic control unit.

Fig. 3. Diagram of an electronic controller for an automotive engine
Rys. 3. Schemat silnika benzynowego sterowanego elektronicznie
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The internal structure of the object was divided, as a result of which, a set
of functional elements was determined. The determination of the operating
structure of the object was conducted in compliance with dependence (1). The
results obtained were presented in Table 3.
Table 3. Internal structure of the object
Tablica 3. Struktura wewnętrzna obiektu
Assembly of the
object
Ei

Structure of the object {ei,j}
e1

e2

e3

e4

e5

E1

e1,1

e1,2

e1,3

e1,4

e1,5

E2
E3
E4
E5
E6
E7

e2,1
e3,1
e4,1
e5,1
e6,1
e7,1

e2,2
e3,2
e4,2
e5,2
e6,2
∅

∅
e3,3
∅
∅
∅
∅

∅
∅
∅
∅
∅
∅

∅
∅
∅
∅
∅
∅

The presented method of diagnosing technical objects requires the use of a
uniform compliance of the designation of the elements of the object’s structure.
For this reason, the basic elements, modules of the object included in its functional and diagnostic model, must be “addressed” in the following manner (ei,j),
where: j – is the number of the element in a given assembly, and (i) is the ith
number of this assembly of the object.
The use of DIAG software requires the preparation of input diagnostic information on the basis of a functional and diagnostic analysis of a given object.
A functional and diagnostic model of an object needs to be made. On the basis
of this, the following was determined: a set of basic elements, a set of diagnostic
signals {X(ei,j)} (Fig. 2), and a set of their model (standard) signals {X(w)(ei,j)}.
The results of measurements [6] for chosen elements of the object are presented
in Tab. 4 and Fig. 4.
Table 4. Matrix of measures of diagnostic signals from the object
Tablica. 4. Tablica pomiarowych sygnałów diagnostycznych obiektu
Level of
object Ei
Ei
E1
E2
E3
E4
E5
E6
E7

Vector of initial diagnostic signals {X(ei,j)} [V]
e1
12.51
13.12
2.91
1.6
0.97
2.85
5.24

e2
12.37
49.40
3.82
2.95
0.91
12.72
∅

e3
11.32
∅
12.21
∅
∅
∅
∅

e4
47.85
∅
∅
∅
∅
∅
∅

e5
47.71
∅
∅
∅
∅
∅
∅
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Fig. 4. Loading of input data to DIAG programme
Rys. 4. Dane wejściowe dla programu DIAG

4. Summary

The article presents a method to control the operational process of a technical object. The basis of the presented system of regulation of the object’s function of use (Fc) is constituted by diagnostic information that concerns the object’s states. The diagnostic information is developed in a diagnostic system of
the recognition of the states of a reparable technical object with the use of an
artificial neural network. The accepted method of diagnosing by a neural network consists in comparing of the image of vectors of diagnostic signals with
the images of their models. For this purpose, the technical object examined was
subject to a diagnostic study. An important stage of the work is a functional and
diagnostic analysis of the object. For this reason, the paper presents and describes the method of the division of the object’s internal structure. As a result
of this division, a set of basic elements and a set of diagnostic signals were determined. The grounds for the development of diagnostic decisions concerning
the object’s state is constituted by an analysis in the Euclidean space of elementary metrics of the distances-divergences of the vectors of diagnostic signals
(measurement ones vs. their models).
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Wyznaczanie informacji diagnostycznej obiektu technicznego na podstawie analizy
funkcjonalno-diagnostycznej na przykładzie silnika samochodowego

Streszczenie
W pracy zaprezentowano metodę wyznaczania specjalistycznej bazy wiedzy obiektu technicznego
na podstawie analizy funkcjonalno-diagnostycznej, z wykorzystaniem trójwartościowej informacji
diagnostycznej. Zaprezentowano także ogólny schemat złożonego obiektu technicznego, opisano jego
strukturę wewnętrzną. Wykonano analizę diagnostyczną, w efekcie której wyznaczono zbiory elementów funkcjonalnych obiektu i ich sygnały diagnostyczne. Zaprezentowano także metodykę wykonywania opracowania diagnostycznego obiektu technicznego, w efekcie którego opracowano model
funkcjonalno-diagnostyczny, będący podstawą do wyznaczenia wstępnej informacji diagnostycznej,
którą wyznaczają zbiory informacji, dotyczące elementów podstawowych-modułów i ich sygnałów
wyjściowych.
Uzyskane rezultaty teoretyczne w pracy zweryfikowano praktycznie na przykładzie systemu
sterowania pracą silnika benzynowego. Badany obiekt jest złożonym i naprawialnym obiektem
technicznym. Należy on do tej grupy urządzeń technicznych, dla których wymagany jest krótki
czas ich przestojów (użytkowanie nieefektywne obiektu).
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Summary
This article shows the results obtained during the implementation of a portable diagnosis system to
the maintenance routines of the passenger transport vehicles and permanent track of the Metro
train, which made it possible to evaluate such aspects as safety, comfort, and the technical condition of the track-vehicle interphase. The reports given in this evaluation allowed the identification
and the arrangement of the track sections according to its technical condition, thus relating the
track and vehicle condition parameters to the estimators connected with the passenger transport
vehicle dynamics.

1. Introduction
The manufacturers of the means of railway transport invest vast amounts of
money in the construction of fast, safe, comfortable, and efficient passenger
transport vehicles. The methods and means of modern technical diagnostics
allow maintaining the ability of the means of railway transport through constant
monitoring of their technical state. They also allow examining the performance
of requirements determined for the means of railway transport in the range of
effective safety and comfort standards.
*
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Accepting the vibration signal as the basis of the description and examination of the dynamic state changes of the railway transport system at work, the
state of operation, safety and comfort, state changes of chosen assemblies of the
railway system, and state changes of the foundation and railway tracks were
evaluated.
During the realisation of separate tasks in this work, we used the available,
and newly created, procedures for diagnostic signal acquisition and processing
for state evaluation. We also created and practically verified the method of
measuring point selection for vibration diagnostics, proposed modernised procedures in the range of diagnostic sensitivity examination and boundary value
determination for measured signals, verified chosen diagnostic models, and
analysed chosen prognosis methods for the needs of the next diagnosis date
determination.
In the range of statistic handling of measuring data, we used available but
modernised procedures of MATLAB, EXCELL, STATGRAPHIC software, examining the correlations, regressions, decompositions, models – everything at the
stage of making diagnostic conclusions. For the detection and location of damages, we used new procedures of the Principal Component Analysis (PCA) methodology and the Singular Value Decomposition (SVD) method [3, 7, 8, 11].

Fig. 1. Cars of metro train on the route
Rys. 1. Pojazdy pociągu metra na trasie

The length of the power engine is about 22.8 m. All the vehicles have the
width of 3.2 m and height of 3.8 m (the height to the roof without the pantograph). Each car of the vehicle is based on two trucks of two axles through four
pneumatic cushions, which maintain the settled height of the vehicle regardless
of the load. Two trucks of the power engines have a power transmission system
on each axle, consisting of a transmission and an electric engine, the latter being
hung on a special construction. The supply of compressed air to the unit consisting of three individual cars is realised by a piston compressor. Each car is connected with a short connector that can be removed in a workshop. One connector with a bumper is placed at the end of a car, which allows connecting cars
into sets. The damages to the wheels of a railway system most often undergo
ability tests in the effective planning-preventing exploitation system. The supervision of the technical state of wheel-rail system has the following parameters:
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Nonalignment,
Radial aberration,
Circularity,
Impurities,
Waviness,
Flatness,
Surface loss (spalling), and
Material loss.
The most often encountered damages stemming from the wheel-rail cooperation are flatness (due to braking and lack of greasing of the vehicle), periodic
nonalignment, and circularity. The tasks and responsibilities of the safe railway
system of the METRO system are guaranteed by the modern railway traffic supervision system of METRO.
2. Railway car dynamics study
The description and determination of basic parameters for a multi-criteria
safety, comfort, and state change system for railway cars mainly requires the
estimation of reactions in motion between the wheel and the rail, as well as the
dynamics of car motion, which is included in the analysis and synthesis of the
dynamic state of the railway car. Bilateral reactions between the moving object
and the base affects the vibrations of the rolling stock and the power transmission system and the body.
Vibroacoustic effects – vibrations and noise – present during the vehicle’s
motion on railway tracks are the source of information on the dynamic state,
running comfort, and safety. Source identification of those effects is not always
easy. There are geometric irregularities appearing on the elements of the vehicle
and track during their use, which can cause transverse displacement and the
inclination of the vehicle, longitudinal displacement, swaying, snaking, etc.,
which are spread onto frames of the truck, and then onto the car (Fig. 2).

Fig. 2. Lines of noise and vibrations transmission to the passengers
Rys. 2. Oddziaływania hałasu i drgań na pasażerów
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For the dynamic analysis of railway cars in specific exploitation conditions,
different complex computer programs have been used, such as Vampire, Adams/Rail, Gensys, Simpack, and Miniprof Wheel And Rail (Fig. 3).

Fig. 3. Example of dynamic modelling for railway engineering
Rys. 3. Przykłady modelowania dynamiki pojazdow szynowych

Fig. 4 shows complex computer models created and used for the running
dynamics analysis of a railway car.

Fig. 4. Computer models for train dynamics testing
Rys. 4. Komputerowe modelowanie dynamiki wagonu
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These models are described with the use of physical parameters, such as
damping, mass and rigidity; therefore, they should contain real values of these
parameters. The determination of these parameter values takes place at a special
laboratory station.

Fig. 5. Physical parameters estimation for train elements
Rys. 5. Estymacja fizycznych parametrów elementów wagonu

Computer models should reflect physical objects as well as possible; thus,
each simulation needs to be verified experimentally. The experimental manner
of free vibration frequency determination for a railway car of METRO (empty
and loaded), for the purpose of this work, was carried out with the help of a
research team (GEMI).
3. Running safety and comfort
In order to achieve the reliability and readiness of a system, and to lessen the
risk of derailment of a train during its exploitation, there is a need to implement
the modern technical diagnosis method, which allows maintaining the life cycle
through constant monitoring of the technical state, which determines the fulfilment
of running safety and comfort requirements for transportation systems.
Each new railway system is evaluated in the aspect of running safety and
comfort through measuring acceleration and forces on different masses of the
railway car. The existing norms for the evaluation of these systems present procedures for the acquisition, register, analysis, and comparison between the dynamic measure and boundary value.
In order to evaluate the vehicle’s safety, it is necessary to install sensors to
determine measurements connected with the train’s motion dynamics. The UIC
– 518 norm describes procedures for safety evaluation and indicates two measurement methods which allow the determination of relations between the values
of vertical forces Q and shearing forces Y present during wheel-rail cooperation.
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Fig. 6. Train crashes: a) Precot, Belgium - 2001, b) Tobarra, Spain - 2003, c) Amagasaki, Japan 2005, d) Fatehgarh, Punyab, India - 2000
Rys. 6. Przykładowe wypadki pociągów

According to the general rule, safety in the train is evaluated on the basis of
derailment criterion through wheel displacement values on the upper surface of
the rail. The distribution of vertical and shearing forces illustrating the presented
relations is show in Fig. 7.

Fig. 7. Force distribution of the wheel-axis set on the rail
Rys. 7. Rozkład oddziaływań siłowych w układzie koło-szyna

There are different methods in the world used for measuring vertical and
shearing forces present during wheel-rail co-operation. One of those methods is
a Swiss SBB method, which consists in installing extensometer sensors on the
rail’s surface between two sleepers, and for result register, a proper configuration of a Wheatstone bridge is used (Fig. 8).
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Fig. 8. SBB Method for force measurement
Rys. 8. Metoda SBB pomiaru sił

The presented method was used during the research for measuring reaction
forces between the wheel and rail, which according to the subgrade quality exploitation data, allowed drawing cause-and-effect conclusions for the needs of
the constructed railway cars’ state evaluation system.
There are many practically used terms concerning comfort in railway transport, such as passenger comfort, running comfort, running quality, and running
indicator. Running quality is affected by physical and human factors, as well as
the car’s dynamic motion. While running comfort and running quality indicators
contain only dynamic parameters of the car’s motion. Most often they are acceleration and the linear changes of the railway car motion; and these parameters
are normalised in available international norms.
Passenger transportation vehicle comfort is evaluated on the basis of the
UIC - 518 norm, considering the following conditions:
• The implementation on trial lines (linearity of the track, geometric parameter
quality of the track, velocity, lack of inclination, etc.),
• The geometry of wheel-rail contact,
• Measures connected with the vehicle’s dynamics,
• Conditions for automatic and statistic data processing,
• Evaluation of dynamic measures, and
• The boundary values of comfort indicators.
Besides the norms of comfort evaluation of railway vehicles, in which
comfort is most often described with the use of acceleration, there are supplementary norms that describe the noise level caused by the train inside and outsider the vehicle. It is recommended that noise level research is carried out according to the following options:
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Noise level measurement inside the vehicle when running,
Noise level measurement inside the empty vehicle during standstill,
Noise level measurement outside the vehicle when running, and
Noise level measurement outside the vehicle during standstill.
Figure 9 shows an example of noise level measurement inside and outsider the
car.

Fig. 9. Noise level measurement inside and outside the railway vehicle
Rys. 9. Poziomy hałasu wewnętrznego i zewnętrznego wagonu

For the practical uses of comfort evaluation of METRO train cars, the following procedures were used: the evaluation of the influence of vibrations on
the running comfort with the use of the UIC – 518 norm, and the evaluation of
the influence of noise level on passenger comfort with the use of APTA norm.
To evaluate the comfort, seven estimators for passenger cars need to be determined based on the measurement of vertical and transverse acceleration.
They are: y:*q (99,85%), y:*q (0,15%), sy:*q, y:*qst, z:*q (99,85%), z:*q
(0,15%) y sz:*q. Ride comfort evaluation estimators are determined both for
straight and curved sections on the route of a passenger transport vehicle
[1,7,8,9].
The presented considerations from the range of railway system safety and
comfort, as well as norms connected with their evaluation, gave the basis for
creating procedures to conduct measurements of velocity in railway cars and the
noise level inside and outside the passenger vehicle. The manner of data acquisition and processing for safety and comfort indicator calculation, as well as valid
boundary values, were further used in the research of METRO railway cars.
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4. Methodology of train cars diagnosis
The realisation of the main task of the technical diagnosis of train car system requires the determination of relations between the state features and signal
parameters. Therefore, the choice of state features (necessary and available) and
signals with their estimators for the examined cars has to be made. From the
relations present between them, all the necessary criteria values for the safety,
comfort, and system changes of the technical state are determined for the examined railway system – Fig. 10.

Fig. 10. Methodology of METRO railway system testing
Rys. 10. Metodologia badań systemu transportowego metra

The methodology of the conducted research is based mainly on the UIC–
518 international norm, which describes rail vehicles working conditions for
safety and comfort research, such as the vehicle’s velocity, the state of the rail,
the object’s dynamic and static state, etc. The research was realised in real exploitation conditions of the transport system and were carried out on 16 trains.
In the research, the newest methods of the measurement and description of the
state of the train were used, as well as available modern means and methods for
the object’s dynamic state parameter evaluation. Also, the means of the acquisition, processing and diagnostic conclusion of the changeable ride quality pa-
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rameters of the train are the newest achievements in the field of technical diagnostics of machines.
In the range of research considerations, many original procedures facilitating the realisation and description of researches were created, including the
following:
• A method for choosing measurement points for measured signals;
• Methods for determining boundary values for signal estimators;
• The methodology of information reduction for passive experiment testing –
amended methodology of Principal Component Analysis PCA for the size
reduction of symptom observation matrix;
• The multidimensional graphic method of vector and the author’s own value
presentation;
• A decomposition method according to the special SVD (Singular Value Decomposition) values for damage detection and location;
• A technical state evaluation probabilistic model;
• A method for symptom reliability determination for the examined technical
system;
• A method for determining the indicators of train exploitation quality; and,
• A method for forecasting for determining the next date of diagnosis.
Diagnostic conclusions leading to a pertinent diagnostic decision requires
the association of good state features describing the object’s structure with the
damage-oriented symptoms of the state represented by valid diagnostic signal
estimators. Therefore, the acquired data needs to undergo various processes
during recording, information selection, the extraction of information on the
state in boundary value determination, modelling, reliability and risk determination, or the optimisation of further diagnosis dates.
A large quantity of diagnostic information from the railway subgrade testing, noise and vibration testing of the railway system, underwent a statistic process (BEDIND, PCA, SVD, cause-and-effect relations modelling) within useful
information extraction as well as for the need of the determination of basic indicators characteristic for the exploitation quality.
5. Research results
To examine the running safety and comfort, a monitoring system was installed, which allowed acquiring and registering the data: vibration acceleration,
forces and velocity of the vehicle. The sensors of acceleration were installed on
the spring suspended mass of the train, i.e. the wheel-axis set, truck frame and
the car of the vehicle. The force sensors were placed at the level of the guiding
truck, and the velocity signal was provided from the control system of the railway unit. The configurations of sensors, sampling method, filtering and statistic
calculation of estimators, were carried out according to the rules of the UIC
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international norm. The measurement on each passenger vehicle was carried out
in real exploitation conditions, where the monitoring system continuously registered data from different journeys of trains (Fig. 11).

Fig. 11. Measurement System for evaluating the safety and comfort of METRO vehicles
Rys. 11. System pomiarowy bezpieczeństwa i komfortu jazdy pociągów metra

For the research, the following data acquisition elements were used:
4 force sensors HBM U2B/100;
8 one-way acceleration sensors HBM B12/500;
MGC Plus equipment of the HBM company;
8 interface cards between MGC Plus and CATMAN program type AP810;
4 cards for processing data from force sensors, type ML801;
A current generator of 110-220VAC 1KVA;
A voltage regulation system UPS 120Vac/60Hz;
A computer with CATMAN (5.0 R3) software of the HBM company.
The above elements allow acquiring very complex information necessary to
implement the UIC-518 norm in the examined railway system. As the result of
UIC-518 norm implementation, statistical reports on the car’s safety and comfort evaluation, as well as the track usage, have been created [2, 4, 8, 10, 12].
Example results of the research are shown in the Fig. 12.
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
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Ride in the north-south direction (Niquia – Itagüi)
Straight sections

The implementation of the UIC-518 norm on straight sections
Curves of a large radius
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The implementation of the UIC-518 norm on curved sections of a large radius
Curves of a small radius

Fig. 12. The implementation of the UIC-518 norm on examined sections
Rys. 12. Wyniki badań wg zaleceń normy UIC-518 dla wybranych sekcji

The results of the research of the technical state characteristics of the railway subgrade, as well as many vibration parameters and noise, are the result of
using many specific procedures and algorithms of technical diagnostics. The
software for data processing, built based on available procedures in different
programs in the field of acquisition, processing, evaluation and storage, was
created for the need of storing all data from 17 examined objects.
The results of the statistical research of a rich informative material from
METRO trains provided basic relationships and values, being the basis of the
constructed multi-criteria system for the evaluation of running safety and comfort of METRO trains.
6. Portable diagnostic system – PSD
The realisation of all the tasks allowed the preparation and construction of a
portable diagnostic system. PSD allows evaluating the safety and state of comfort, as well as, with the help of estimators related to safety and comfort evaluation, enables damage detection in the wheel-rail system all along the railway
route. It allows optimising all the maintenance actions for cars, the maintenance
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of the track, wheel-rail system co-operation evaluation, giving premises to use
the strategy in accordance to the technical state [1, 3, 9].
PSD connected with the central traffic control system is a system managing
all the information connected with the maintenance of the technical state of the
cars, wheel-rail system, track, and the whole railway system in general. Saved in
the PSD, the history of the state of all the straight and curved sections as well as
the wheels of the passenger vehicle, allows analysing the data, comparing them
to the measured estimators boundary values, forecasting state changes and related operations, maintenance, and investment.
The construction of PSD stems from the range of tasks to be realised and
diagnosis procedures based on the UIC–518 international norm which possesses
all the procedures for passenger transport vehicle testing from the point of view
of its dynamic behaviour for track wear evaluation, and the safety and comfort
of the ride in natural conditions. Modules of which PSD is made are as follows:
• Sensors module,
• Signal processing module,
• Safety and comfort evaluation module,
• Wheel-rail technical state evaluation module,
• Damage detection module,
• Auxiliary decision-making module,
• Forecast module, and
• Presentation module.
For example, the damage detection module in PSD contains the following
tools:
• Monitoring the values of safety and comfort estimators,
• Monitoring the values of frequencies which describe wheel-rail co-operation,
• The detection of maximal forces on the tested track, and
• Monitoring the values of shearing forces generated by railway switches on
the passenger vehicle.
The decision-making module is based on the analysis of the correlation between the UIC–518 norm estimators, which evaluate the comfort and safety of
the vehicle, and the track’s geometric parameters for the tested railway system.
The module additionally receives information provided from the safety and
comfort evaluation module and wheel-rail technical state evaluation module.
This module distinguishes track sections that do not meet the requirements of
running safety and comfort in the face of requirements stated by the UIC–518
norm.
The presentation module is an interface between the user and the PSD system. All the information from separate modules is placed there. It is connected
to the traffic control system in the company. The module is a safety system that
has access to the database, data loading forms, user help, reports, and report
generation in Spanish and English.
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Fig. 13 shows the initial PSD screen where the upper window allows access
to all of the modules and functions. The program has a safety system which,
through the necessity of giving one’s name and password, does not allow unauthorised personnel to access the program.

Fig. 13. PSD main screen
Rys. 13. Widok ogólny

PSD is the basic tool for strategy implementation according to the technical
state in the METRO enterprise.
The suggested METRO railway technical state research system, has been
adjusted to the exploitation natural conditions; and it uses estimators both advised by the UIC–518 norm and new vibration state estimators. Also, the final
product of the work, in the form of the portable diagnostic system, implemented
in the METRO railway exploitation system, allows the implementation of the
exploitation of the diagnostic system in METRO enterprise.
7. Summary
In the research of this work, we considered the problem of creating and
practically verifying an evaluation system for running safety and comfort of
METRO trains. The created evaluation system strays in its range from the requirements of the UIC-518 norm in the field of requirements concerning the
conditions of research performance and range. In this work, we have performed
the evaluation of motion safety and running comfort due to the requirements of
the UIC-518 norm for railway vehicles in real usage conditions, and not on special rails or fields proposed by the manufacturers of these transportation systems.
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The proposed system of state examination of METRO was adjusted to real
exploitation conditions, and it uses both new estimators of the state of vibration
and those recommended by the UIC-518 norm. Furthermore, the final product of
this work, in the form of a portable diagnostic system implemented into the exploitation system of METRO trains, allows the introduction of the exploitation
diagnostic system into the METRO enterprise in Medellin.
The realisation of detailed tasks of the presented procedures allowed the
creation of a multi-criteria system for the evaluation of the state evaluation of
METRO trains.
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Badania diagnostyczne krytycznych systemów technicznych

Streszczenie
Artykuł ten pokazuje opracowane procedury i wyniki uzyskane podczas wprowadzenia przenośnego systemu diagnostycznego do systemu utrzymania pojazdów pasażerskich i trwałości
szlaku pociągów metra. System diagnostyczny umożliwia ocenę takich aspektów ruchu, jak: bezpieczeństwo, komfort psychiczny i stan techniczny wagonów pojazdu kolejowego. Sprawozdania
oddają ocenę stanu oraz identyfikację i utrzymanie zdatności sekcji szlaku, zgodnie z jego stanem
technicznym, wykazując w ten sposób stan szlaku i parametry ruchu pojazdu za pomocą estymatorów związanych z dynamiką ruchu pojazdów pasażerskich.

